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CBAFTER I 
INTRODUCTION, IN0'1.UDING SOME PHINCIPLES 
OF ARTISTIC PROBA3ILITY 
Bow interpret Measure For Measure? 1b.e sEuu'ch ~or an 
_ ......... ----
answer to this question has provided Shakespearian critics witb 
more than ample material tor their leisure-bour musings. To give 
e. tull and aoourate interpretation of the play is a task whioh is 
capable of taxing even the most protound and most penetrating 
critioal .ense. So true i8 this statement that the play is usual 
ly listed among the so-called • problem' plays. In tnis oatego17 
we find, together wi th Measure F2!: Measure, All t s !!lli.. !h.!! ~ 
Well, and Troilus !!!! cressida. Some aritios inolude Hamle.~ in 
this grouP. but the majority ot arltios exclude it. 
A glance at the history of Shakespearian 01"1 tiolsm. w1l1 
reveal the controversial nature of the pla,. and the diversity of 
opinions about its literary merits.l The play has, so to speak, 
1 August Halli, ! Historl 2! sqakespearian Criticism, 
London, 1932. Since this work treats of the orItics of the wbOle 
literary world. we have limited ourselves to English oritics. No 
partioular reterenees have been made here. To do so would bave 
entailed needless quotations. A oursory glanee at the work will 
verify the diversit, ot opinions. 
1 
2 
run the gamut ot oritioism, varying from the highest praise to 
the most severe opprobrium. coleridge's remark that in his esti .... 
mation Measure FO,r Measure was Shakespeare f S 'onlY' painful play' 
released an avalanohe ot opinions regardiugthe merits and. demer-
its of the play. In his work Sh;akesRearets froblem Plus, Pro-
fessor TlllY'ard gives us a rather acourate desoription of the ori 
ioal history of the play_ 
Measure For Measure has been singularly apt to pro-
voke IEs orltICs Eo 'exoessJ and in the most different 
manners. Earlier critios vented their excesses on two ot 
the main oharaoters, Isabella and the Duke. Later oritios 
have, in I'eaotion to the earlier, gone to two different 
extremes. Some .... have refused to see any fault in 
the play at all; others, rightly l~cognislng a strong 
religious tone, have sought to give the play an allegori-
oal and religious explanation. This is not to say that 
the above critics have not written well of the play.2 
perhaps the greatest amount of critioism leveled at the 
play is that which oondemns it on the soore of its improbability • 
• As an example of this type ot oriticism, that is, of its improba-
bility, we might oonsider the following passage: 
It is oonoeded even by defenders of the play that 
there are apparent moral lnoonsistencie s whioh need to 
be resolved, that many questionable aotions must be ao-
counted :for if the DUke and Isabella are to be saved as 
oompletely t good t oharaoters. For eX8.."nple, attention is 
frequently oalled to the shifty delays and Int:r'igues of 
the Duke, to Isabellafs self-rightous p~ldery whioh would. 
at once sacrifioe a brother and sanotion the substitution 
of Marianna for herself. Also, there is some question 
whether the play oon.forms to a legil.limate dramatio genre. 
2 E.M.W.Tll1yard, Shakespeare's Problem Plals, London, 
19.50, 118. 
.3 
Shakespeare has been charged with taking the stuff ot 
tr.agedy and forcing it into the mold of comedy by ask-
ing his audienoe to aooept Angelo t 5 last-minute repen-
tance and marrIage to Marianna. Finally, there are 
oertain apparent inconsistenoies in the dramatio aotion, 
which suggest to some commentators a pOSsible oorruption 
of the text. For example, at the beginning ot :;he play 
the Duke oh~acterizes Angelo as without blemish; yet 
late~ he reveals that Angelo wrongly deserted Marianna 
barore the start of tine action. Similarly, Marianna 
ata tes that she has often been oomforted by Friar Lodo .... 
wiok, although we know that the Duke has just adopted 
this disguise.) 
This is not the plaoe to attempt a refutation of these 
oharges. The purpose of the present section of the paper is to 
~rold the state of the question, henoe, the oharges may stand 
~or the time being. Among the points mentioned by the ori tios 
.,re the improbabili ties linl~ed with the three main characters, 
~~ngelo, the DUke an.d Isabella. But how improbable are these three 
:h.araetera? Are they so 1mprobable as to ruin the play? .. Are the 
lharaeters nothing ~lOre than puppets in the hand ot a mas'ber1 It 
~hould be noted here that 1n disoussing probabIlity the writer 1s 
~ot a follower ot the Stoll theory where the probability of any 
~iven oharaoter is subordinated to the plausibIlity of the plot. 
~d the audienoe 1s brought to consider the playas a whole rather 
han the oonsistency ot individual chara.cters. Stollts theory 
J Murray Krieger, "Measure j.or 1-feasure and ElIzabethan 
omedy," Publioations of the Modern L&nS'!!Se Association of Amer-
~ LXVI, september, I'V52, 77S. -
4 
may be summed up briefly as follows: 
The human figures certainly are not, as a recent writer 
has declared them to be, ftcopied with 11 ttle alteration 
from the population of the world", and thank Heaven that 
they are not. still less are they examples or illus-
trations of our psyohology. But they are not always even 
perfect copies of the inner vision, that "higher reality" 
whiCh, as Goethe observes, great art represents •••• 
It is not reallty, or even perfeot oonsistenoy, but an 
ll1usion, and, above all, an illusion whereby the spirit 
of man shall be moved. ibe i::;reatest of dra.nua.tists is oare-
ful, not so much for the single charaoter, as for the drama; 
indeed, he observes not so muoh the probabI11 tles of the 
aotlon, or the psyohology of the charaoter as the psy-
chology ot the audienoe •••• 4 
It will be clear to the reader as the paper progresses 
that the writer follows the Bradley sohool oonoerning the proba-
bIlity of the oharaoter. For the most part, this is the same as 
Aristotle, although Bradley dId imbibe some of his dootrine from 
the teachlngs of Hegel, 
In order that the paper might have a specific purpose 
it will be necessary to li~t its soope to the oonsideration of 
one oharacter. For our purposes here, then, we have chosen the 
oharaoter of Angelo, the deputy appointed by the Duke of Vienna. 
That his charaoter is the SUbject of oontroversy is evident from 
the .following : 
Today, Measure For Measure is a puzzling, repulsive play, _ ....... _--
4 Elmer Edgar Stoll, Art and Artifioe !!l Shakespear.!, 
New York, 19.$1, 167-168. --
both because ot its Elizabethan ethics and its charac-
ters •••• In his desire to emphas1ze Aneelo's sevez'ity 
in applying a law against i'ornication to true lovers 
•••• and to save h1s heroine, Isabella, trom submit-
ting to the di shono raDl e advanoe 8 0 t the deputy J Shake-
speare introduced a substitute in Marianna, the jilted 
betrothed of Angelo •••• The parallellism aftorded by 
the Claudio-Juliet and Angelo-Marianna situatIons 18 at-
tractive and very dramatic, but at the seme time 1 t pro-
duces an unluoky inconsistenoy in the charaoter ot An-
gelo. First por~rayed as an austere, virtuous oharaoter 
who believed himself strong enough to withstand any temp-
tation, Angelo is shown, atter the beginning ot Aot III, 
to have been a blackguard and a hypocritical opportunist 
who had cast aside a devoted lady merely beoause she had 
lost her dowry. What is worse, all this W8.S lmown by the 
Duke Vinoentio at the time he selected Angelo as his depu-
ty to enforcs the laws of Vienna. Structurally superior 
to its original, Measure For Measure is" ne"vsrthele88, one 
of Shakespeare's tew artistrc rallures.~ 
The objeot, then, ot this paper will be to establish 
the psyohologioal probability of Angelots last-minute repentance. 
It was Coleridge who gave rise to the question ot AnG~lo's being 
able to repent when he reprehended the play on the score that 
• 
"oruelty, with lust and damnable baseness, oannot be forgiven, be-
cause we oannot oonoelve them as being morally repented ot.u6 In 
the opinion ot this writer, it oan be shown that Angelots repen-
tance for his violation of the city l~. in this case an aot ot 
fornioation, is dramatically probable, and hence, psychologioally 
probable. 
$ Karl J. Holzknecht, ~ Baokgrounds 2! Shakespeare t s 
P1al8, New York, 19$0, 234. 
6 Samuel Coleridge, as quoted in H.N.HUdson, Shake-
speare: !!!.!.~, !!:! ~ Charaoter, Boston, 1872, 418. 
6 
To bettexa understand tho • .xI/licit purpose Of the thesis 
b1t of explanation will be helptul.. First, an important d1s-
tinction must be made ootw •• n tbs prooab111t1 ot repontonoe and 
00 81rloeri til or repentanoe. '.rbe 'Chesls w111 attemrJ t to establl&b 
we pNbaDUlty ot Angelo's repentance. It the dramatic probab1l-
1t1 18 established, then t-he repentance wl1l be ;psYQh{)log1cal11 
rohaole. The slnc.}fu·it1 ot the repentanoe Srhould 10g1cal11 1'ollow 
from the proof ot the thesis. £,eoondly, the l"$8$OO tor Angelo'. 
repen;.;anoe must be olarified. In the th •• is the wr1ter is trying 
to tUJta;.>lish that Angelo 1s repentant tor his v101(;ltlon ot ot)jec-
ttl ve law. Considered from a d1fterent angJ,e, Angelo 18 ~pentant 
tor tnat aot '01 which he violated the statute Qgablst fornication. 
The moti"e tor hi. 80rrow 1s the violation of Just10e. llbe wrIter 
does not den1 .bat there is an element of 801'l"O'W for hav1r,1g 'been 
ca.ught, he does not d.eD7 that there 1s an elw:asent ot Hlt.pit7 1n 
Angelo t s case. btl t the po int to oe no 1,;e4 11 that tbe w1"1 ter 1. 
tl\ylng to e8 tab11sh that Angelo J 8 repentance 1s motivated 'b1 his 
sorrow tor having ooDl1itted a csrimG, and that th1$ 18 the main 
souroe ot his sorrow_ 1td. dominant ltlOtlve, sorrow tor a vl01a-
tion ot jttstlo(t with the intent10n ot not ott'ending age,1.n, 1s the 
\l1"i ter' s con cep tot :re2~n t~00 • '.Lhe sa OOUdtil7 :mo tl VO 8, since th.er 
contain on element of self'lsbneas, can be tex"mod remorse. J.'hel'e-
-.. .. 
fore, the Nader may accept the following aat-he statement ot the 
thesia. !s-n,;jelo!ll ~1~,ulure !!.!: ~>1e.!.sure: !!!! LSlo~l0f!.lc,u !:ro~!-
1 
billtl 2! ~ Repentanoe. 
The method of prooedure in the theaiswlll be the fol-
lowing, Slnce 1t 1s our purpose to establish the probabUity of 
one of Angelo's actions, we must first examine the oharaoter him-
self to determine whether or not be is probable, working on the 
philosophloal axiom that a given ind1vidual wl11 act according to 
his nature (aere sequitur •• se). It Angelo oan be shown to be 
dramaticallY' probable, it oan be logioally deduced that his ac .... 
tions will be probable in a dramatio sense, and henoe psycho-
logically probable., 
We must, f1rst of all, have some norms by whioh to 
judge dramatic probabllitr, and tor tbis purpose we bave ahosen 
to use the Aristotelian noms. To JUdge whether his sorrow is 
repentance or merely remorse ( in the .ense ot the words,as de-
tined above) J we must Judge from Angelo f. hao1 tual :manne:- of ac-
tion. Both ot the se requ1rem«lta demand that we establish the 
true oharacter ot Angelo, and that we oompare his oharaoter with 
the nor.ms ot probability and repentanoe. 
To estaolish Angelo's true oharacter we must analyze 
whatever he says and does, knowing that there is nothing more 
intimate than a mants thoughts, and that the manitestation ot bis 
thoughts in his aotlons w111 reveal his oharaoter to us. But, we 
must not be oontent to investigate onl1 what the charaoter tells 
I 
us about himselt. We must go a step further and investigate what 
8 
the other characters in the play say about the subject ot the 
study. One's tello'W's are his best critics, not the person himself 
An impassioned man, for example, may orten hurt us by his unre-
strained outbursts, but the reason we are hurt 1s because we real-
ize that there 1s some truth in what our antagonist i8 saying. 
1,bus, we can learn much from Angelo' 8 enemies in the play, regard-
les8 ot whether the1r comments be favoraole or unfavorable. con-
cern1ng the objective value ot eharactel' testimony it seems good 
to mention the canon of interpretation P1'Opou.nded by l:'roteasor 
Schucking as undel'stood by John Middle ton Hurl's.y • 
• • • he [W.W. Lawrence] o.t.fends against another valuable 
canon of interpre ta tion, propounded by Pro tes SOl' Schucking 
and used with disor1mination by Protessol' Stoll--namell, 
that descriptions ot one oharaoter given by another are 
generally to be taken at their taoe value. They a.re to 
give information to the audience rathel' about the charac-
ter described than about the oharacter uttering them~7 
Baving established tne oharacter ot Angelo we will prO-
cede to an examination ot the temptation soene in order to examine 
his aotions in the oonoluding scene of the pla1, where, when his 
deceit and lecherous conduct come to the kn.owledge ot the Duke and 
the oourt, he repents. In a conoluding ohapter we will Golla.te 
our finding s and draw our oonol usions. 
Detore proceed1ng to the establiShing ot the Aristo~e1-
.307-,308. 
1 John Middle ton Murray, Shakespeare, Loncion, 1948, 
9 
ian norms ot probability it will be useful to indioate the impor-
tanoe ot the present study. Sir Arthur c.,;,uiller-Couoh, oommenting 
on the play, writes that Shakespeare's treatment of Angelo, "has 
indioated ••• a true soul t s tragedY', .. 8 but, unfortunately, this 
view 1s not universallY' aooepted. To find Angelo listed in the 
ga11eI7 or Shakespeare t s great portrayal s would be a revelation. 
W.W.Lawrenoe, in his disoussion of the play, asks: 
DId Shakespeare mean Angelo to be regarded as a 
good, though narrow man, suddenly gone wrong through 
an over-.mastering sexual temptatIon' • • • or was he 
a villain trom the ,tart, who deoeived the DUke as to 
his real oharaoter? 
There are many oritios who do not belleve that suoh a perfeot line 
may be drawn to distinguish the charaoter of Angelo. It was in 
reply to the passage just oited that W.M.T.Dodds wrote: 
Elther attitude 1s fatal to the true interpretation ot 
Angelo's oharaoter. It he is seen either as a dissem-
bler or a prig he oannot be seen at t.he same time as-. 
man whose soul is large enough to experienoe tragio In-
tensity of 8utfering.IO 
It is olear from these two passages that on the one hand 
i..awrenoe is unsettled in his opinion, while Dodds regards Angelo, 
8 Measure For Measure, edited by Sir Arthur Quiller-
Couch and J.Dover Wilson, cambridge, 1922, xlii. 
9 w • W .,L awrenoe, Shake spe are t s r 1'0 blem Comedie s, New 
York, 1930, 113. 
10 W.M.T.Dodds, "The Oharaoter ot Angelo in Measure For 
Measure", Modern Languase ~eview, XLVI, April, 1946, 246. -
10 
at the very least, as human. It Angelo is a man capable ot suf-
tering in the dramatic sense, he must perforce be an artistically 
probable charaoter. From this it would tollow that his aotions, 
it he is to be oonsistent, Should be probable • 
. Angelo, in the words ot the Duke, is fa tinely touohed 
oharacter', and the importance ot this ooservation is highlighted 
by the following: 
More is at stake than the mere interpretation ot one 
oharacter. Angelo's part in the dramatic economy ot 
Measure J?or Measure is an important one: he typifies 
striot justioe • • • and Shakespeare has taken great 
oare to show that Angelo, is a man whose ideals ot ab-
straot Justioe are olear, and to be revered, whatever 
his practice as a Ijustioer t may be. To dismiss these 
ideal s as narrow, priggish, pharisaical, 18 to destro;y 
the drwastic antithesis on which the argument turns. 
• •• It is a Christian oommonplaoe to think ot justioe 
giving plaoe to meroy, but it i8 Wl-Ghriatianto decr;y justioe itself.1l 
This will suttice tor an introduotion to the di'sputed 
nature ot the problem. Finally, in this ooncluding seotion of 
the ohapter, we will posit our norms tor judging a oharaoter's 
dramatio probability, using Aristotle's poetics as a source. 
The importance of determining Angelo'S probability is 
obvious, for upon the resolution or this proolem rests the re-
mainder ot the thesis. It the char~oter is not prooaole there 1s 
little reason for his aotions to be probaola. 
11 Ibid., 16$. 
-
11 
As a preliminary notion and quasl-basia tor the estab-
liShment ot our notions of probability the great difterence be-
tween the historian and the poet should be recalledl 
It i8 not the funotion ot the poet to relate what has 
happened, but what may happen,_hat 1s possible accord-
ing to the laws of probability or neoessity_ The poet 
and the historian differ not by writing in verse or 
prose. • • • !he true dltterence is that one ~tlate. 
what h!! happened, the other what m!l happen.12 
Prom thl. passage the unlversal a.pect of poetry be-
comes more evident. History. on the one hand, 1s characterised 
by 1ts reference to individual events of the past. !he dlfter-
ence between the two ls the difference between pOSSibIlIty and 
actualit7J the difterence between a promise mad. and a promise 
fulfilled. Again, ft •• ,poet,...,. eXhibits a more rigorous connec-
tion of events J cause and event are linked together in 'probable 
or neoessar.,. sequence',"13 Protessor Butcher makes the observa-
tion that this rigid oonneotion of event. is true not onty in 
the establishment ot a plot'. probability. but also in the in-
ternal working of a single character, Because of the relevancy 
of this passage to the theai. 1t seems good to give 1t in tull. 
Not only in the development ot the plot but also in 
the internal \York1ng of character, the drama observes a 
12 
stricter and more logical order than that ot actual ex-
perience. The rule of Probability which Aristotle en-joins is not the narrow vraisemblance which it was un-
derstood to mean by many of the older French critics, 
which would shut the poet out from the higher regiOns 
ot the imagine. t1 on and contine him to the tri vial round 
of immediate reality.14 
The closing words of the passage are quite important 
tor the problem at band, pointing out as they do the need of a 
causal link. Aristotle, according to Buteher, demands a connec-
tion between a character's actions in the beginning of the play 
, 
and his aetions at the end. The character must be consistent. 
He must act from a motive, not from any unmotivated whim. 
Butcher goes on to develope this idea of probability. 
The 'probable' is not determined by a numerical 
average ot instances; it is not a condensed expression 
to'1! what meets us in the common course of things •••• 
The empirically usual is derived trom an observed se-
quence of taotst and denotes what is normal and regu .... 
lar in its occurrence, the rule, not the exception. , 
But the rule of experience cannot be the law that gov-
erns art. The higher creations of poetry move in an-
other plane. The inoidents ot the drama. and the epic 
are not those of ordinary lite. • • • The 'probable' 
law of their oond¥ct cannot be deduced from commonplace 
experience. • • • 5 
The point of the passage is clear. In a word, it may 
be summed up as follows: tt[ b] ut we do not think ot measuring 
the intrinsic probabill ty of what they [the characters] say or 
do by the probabl1i ty ot meeting their counterpart in the actual 
14 Ibid. 
-
15 Ibid., 166. 
-
13 
'World."lS Arl.totl., In etteot, says that aetu!lltl ls not the 
criterlon of probablllty, but 10610a11tl. RO'llb\lltX and oon-
s1st!noZ· 
One might askt It dally experlence i. not the norm tor 
artlstio probabllity, what is the norm to be tollowed in judging 
whether a given incldent is apt materlal tor dramatic purpose.? 
Although Ari.totle dId not make a formal distinotion between the 
kinds of improbabllitles, he did insist that those incidents 
which vlolate or contradict nature were not suitable matter tor 
the drama. Be inslsted on a logleo-ideal sequence ot events, 
although the events themselves may transcend experience.17 
Butcher brings thls point out quite wellt 
Poetry ••• ls not concerned wlth tact, but with what 
tranacenda taot} It repre.ents things which are not, and 
never can be In actual experience, it glvea us 'the ought 
to be f; the t arm that answera to the true idea. !he char-
acters ot Sophocl.s, the ideal torms ot Zeuxua, ar~ un-
real only in the sense that they surpass reallt1. '!'he,. 
are not untrue to the principles ot nature or to her 
ideal tendene1e •• 1S 
!he notions treated here apply principally to the 
drama. When we turn to comedy one might reasonably expe.tthat 
ditterent rules would apply. the opposite 1. the case. Butoher 
16 Ibid., 16'1. 
17 !his is the doctrine of Dmitatlon, for whioh 8ee the 
ohapter on Imitation in Butcher's work. Chapter III, 163-193. 
18 ~., 16S. 
14 
poses this same question and retutes it aa tollows: 
It haa been held by some modern wri ters, that 001'1184'1 
dIffers trom tragedy in representing a world ot ohanoe, 
where law is suspended and the will of the individual 
reigna supreme. But this is not in acoord wi th the 
Poeticl_ '!he incidents of oomed,."" .. at least of such 
oomedy as Aristotle approves--are 'framed on the line. 
of probability.' !he connection of events Is, no doubt; 
looser than in traged,., the more rigorous rul. ot t pro-
babIlIty' or'necessity' i8 not presoribed: and the vari-
a tiona of phrase appears to be not wi thout d.sign. Yet 
the plot ,yen ot oomedy is tar removed from the play ot 
accident.~9 . 
Hence. although comedy- and tragedy are ot d1fteren' 
types. the same general rule. appl,.., There may not have to be 
that striot interpretatIon of logioal sequence that tragedy de. 
manda, but the irrational or oontradiotory to n.ture is entirely 
foreign to comedy aa •• 11 as to tragedy_ This brief notion of 
dramatic probabilIty might be summed up in Proteasor Butcher's 
words. 
The Whole tenor and purpose of the Poe)!!!1 makes it'abun-
dantl,. olear that poet17 1s not a mere reproduction of 
empirIcal tact. • • • !he world of the possible whioh 
poetry oreates i8 more intelligible than the world ot 
experience •••• Poet1c truth passes the bounds of "al-
i ty,. but does not wantonl,. violate the laws which make 
the real world rational.eO 
W1th these notions regarding probability, we may now 
turn to the study of Angelo'. oharacter to determine it we can 
ita conformity to or dlfformit,. trom theae norma of probability. 
19 ~.J 183-184. 
20 Ibid. 
CHAP'mB II 
DE CHARAC1'BR OF ANGELO BEFORE !BJ: !EMP!ATIOI' 
. Would ,.ou know a man' Glve him power. Blstor'f some .. 
t.1aes seems little el •• than an extended comment on that 
anclent maxim. • •• ~~ l2r. I!al~ might have been 
expres.1y written to ~ve ome--Its i~. It 18 11ttle 
wonder. then. that the play of Shakespeare 1n whlch the 
word 'authority' occurs more otten than in any other 
should have an extl'aordlnary pertinence tor a century 
111 which the word 'authorl tarlan' is on so many lip •• 
!he central :male flgure of the drama 1a one of the most 
searching ,tudie. ever made on the errect or power upon 
character.l 
!he above quotatlon points up the effect of power or 
authority on a man'. oharacter. In order to see the change ef-
tected it is necessary to know the person Involved as he or she 
was betore they gained power. Hence the connection between this 
chapter and the quotation. In this play the character of Angelo 
• 
has been selected as the object ot study. but before coming to 
arq fixed conclusions regarding the c onalaten07 or lack ot con-
slstenc7 It 1s imperatlve that .e draw as complete a picture as 
posslble tor our background. Once the baokground is tll1ed in, 
the character ot Angelo will be more clear17 percelved In the 
1 Harold O. Goddard, The MeaniD.S..9l Shakespeare, 
Chicago, 1951, 436. 
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cOUl'se of the paper. In order that we might have a glimpse ot 
the social condition. in which Angelo lived we turn to a descrip-
tion ot Vienna as painted by Protessor Gervinus. The soene 18 
Vienna, where moral corruption 
••• bolls and bubble. till 1t o'erruna. 8001ety 1. 
de.troyeA b7 It, and all decorum 18 lost. We ca.t a 
glanoe into the prison. and brothels _ whlch allOW8 u. 
to estimate the ex.tent and the allameleaanea. of the 
prevailing lIcentIousness, in the street we see dis-
solute tellows who -.ke rull use ot the treedom wi 1m 
whlch low manners may evade tbe law. Debauchery has 
become a common cuatom. EverJ mlnd seems occupied 
with transactions and matters of this kind. • • • 
ZXistlng restraints are oaat down, unbridled libertr 
plucks justice by the nose J law, like an tJm1sed rod 
to a child, is ra~er mocked than teared.2 
It Is, then, into suCh a milleu that Angelo 1s called 
by the Duke. Vincentio (the Dulceta Ohristian name), who haa al-
lowed established law8 -to be more mocked than teared,· decide. 
that an overall retormation of the 01 ty i8 needed. Although he 
provides the critics with a choice target by dolng so," 
Shakespeare haa the Duke apPQint a A&putr to carry out the course 
he haa determined upon. 
The reasons tor this course of aotion and the choice ot 
Angelo &.8 the deputy are gradually brought out dur1ng the Duke t S 
1'1 
oonversation with the Friar • 
• .. • 8ith 'twas my fault to g1" the people scop., 
I bould be '1lf'I -':;p-ran'1 to strike and gall them 
Por what I have bid them dot tor •• bId this be done, 
1Vhen evil deeds have their permisstve pas., 
And not the punishment. 1'heretore, indeed, my tather, 
I have on Angelo imposed the office, 
Who -7, in the ambush ot Dlf name, strike h_e. 
And "let my nature never in the tight to do in slander.3 
Prom the passage just cited 1t ls qulte e.87 to begin 
dra.ing some notions about the character ot the Duke. Thls wl11 
not onl7 be helpful in that 1 t aids OUl' understanding of the 
meaning behind the Duke's r~mark8, but Is Is absolutely nece8sary 
if we hope to penetrate the problems ot the plaT_ It Is neoea-
sary, too, It we entertain an, hope of conduoting an objective 
stud,., to believe the Duke sincere in the reasona he gives tor 
his wanting to tl*Anster the burden of enforcing long dormant la •• 
tram his own shoulders to those ot a ,.oungar man. He reali ••• 
that in an, reformation a 'new broom t i8 needed. • Onoe dlscipllne 
has been relaxed It is restored aniJ with the greatest difficulty. 
People grow accustomed to their leadera' weaknesse. and capital-
ize on them. Although the leader might change, the people atill 
look on him a8 he was. Hence, V1ncentio'8 change ot policy would 
never have been eftective In Vienna. An outs1der could step In 
and from the very beginning impose the law., thus train1ng the 
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people anew. It the old encumbent were to try to change the 
mores ot the city there would be great strire. The Duke's plea 
that he tloves the life removed t would 8eem to be sufficient rea-
son tor wantIng to avoid this 1nevitable strite • 
. Olear1,.. then, the Duke does begin to tell us much 
about himselt. First, he reveals his sensitive nature by his 
hesitation. He 1s afraid to aot 1n accordance with established 
law because he is liable to incur the hatred of the people. Se-
condly. he aska that any reformer be ot the same degree ot virtue 
that the people are called on to eXhibit. Finally, be give. us 
the fir.t hint that Angelo may not be all that his name 1mpli~s, 
80 that, despite his outward mien, there is !om.etbiM ami ••• 
Shak8speaJ.ltjts technique ot suggestion 1a clearly shown here. By 
way ot illustrating this tecbnique, the reader is reminded ot the 
scene in Othel\o Wherein Brabantio says ot Othello, WI th,refore 
vouch again, That with some mixtures powerful o'er the blood, Or 
with some dram oonjured to this ettect He wrought upon her.w, 
The seed ot suspicion about Othello ha. been sown in the minds ot 
hls hearers, and the reader teels the air ot suspicion permeating 
the scene. It is the same here in Angelo-s case. Suspicion 1. 
oast on the deputy. but there is no detinite accusation. The 
Duke .tirs ~e Friar'. tmagination when he sayst 
Moe reasons for this aotion 
At our more leisure ahall I rend.r lOu; 
0nlJ, thi. one. Lord Angelo i. preois., 
Stands at guard with en.", scarce cont ••••• 
!hat hi. blood flow., or that his appetIte 
Is more to bread than .tonea hence we ahall lee 
It power ohang. purpose, what our .eemers be. S 
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. !he situation is a. tollo..... '!he town Is wholl,. cor-
rupt and tb.. Duke wants to "8tore law. uesi tant about und.rta .... 
king the ref ON himselt, deeming that such an action ... ould be 
tJ1'1'anlcal since h. has allowed conditions to come to such a pass, 
the Duke appointe Angelo, a man of known ",i:rowe, •• his deputy. 
Yet. deepita thie reputation, the Duke is not convinc.d that 
Angelo is quite the langel' h. i8 eupposed to be. Humanl7 sue-
picioua of • man who 1 ... professedl,. self-made man, and aware ot 
a past deed that ma,. not have been very complimentary, the Duke 
appoints Angelo both to put him to the test and to bring about 
the reform ot the c1 t7. 
It 18 pertect17 allowable to make the .upposition that 
the Duke would know of any misdeed in Angelo's past. In one 
place the Duke make. the tact known that the licentious oondi-
tlon. at the 01t1 bave e218ted for tourteen 7ears (although LUCio 
puta It at nineteen). It would se.m pert.ctl,. logical that 
Angelo would have been In attendance at the court of Duke 
Vlncentio tor a good part ot this tIme. In fact, Angelo boasts 
20 
of the tact that he made a study of the political 111:'e.6 This 
being true J Angelo would have perforce been about the court for 
Ruite a while, and the Duke would have had ample opportunity to 
study the character ot the man he intended to appoint u hi.s dep-
~ty. Had .there been any reason to suspect Angelo, Vincentio could 
bardly have been ignorant of it. 
Our fix-s t meeting with the Duke is in the opening scene 
ot the first aet, and it 1s here that •• "learn the Duketa opinion 
of Angelo. From his warda it is quit. evident tbat Vincentio.s 
choice has not been a hasty one, but rather the result ot long 
thinking and based on lIelgb:ty reasons. "For you must !mow, we 
havew1th special soul elected him. our absence to supply."'l 1.rhe 
importance of this statement will became much clearer at a later 
point in the paper where it will be recalled to bring out the pr~ 
ability of the Duke being well-informed about the charaoter of 
. . 
his deputy. '!his statement of the Duke, made to Esealus, is pres-
ently :reiterated when the Du.ke puts off Angelo' a protestations ot 
being unworthy ot the proffered ottice. "No more evaaiont .e 
have wi th leavened and prepared choice proceded to you. ~ere­
tor take your hono~ •• "S 
6 ~., II, iv, 7. 
7 ~., I, 1, 18-19. 
8 ~., I, 1, 52-54. 
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The tact that the Duke, in appointing two men to guide 
the city in his absence, names Angelo as holding the supreme pow-
er seems to argue that he did have faith in Angelofs judgment. 
Yet, despite this seeming manifestation ot faith in Angelo, there 
is an i~ling that the Duke might have some doubts about the ab-
solute goodness of his deputy. In a passage replete with drama-
tic irony he says I tt Angelo, there is a kind of charac tel' in thy 
life that to the observer doth thy history tully unfold,"9 and 
later in the same scene, "Our haste tram here is of so quick con-
dition that it prefers itself and leaves unquestioned matters ot 
needful value."lO 
Quite evidently, there is something the Duke knows, but 
does not consider it here and now to constitute an impediment to 
Angelo's ruling the city well. Whatever the defect might be, the 
Duke probably thought that Angelo could not make the con~tion of 
the city any worse. It the condition ot the city was as bad as 
has been pictured, a man with a character such as Angelo's, even 
with a closeted skeleton, would be a rara avis. In a city teem-
ing with wastrels and blackguards, a 'seeming' angel would cer-
tainly be a welcome addition. 
At this point the Duke excuses himself, nor do we meet 
9 ~, I, i, 27-29. 
10 Ibid., 56-57. 
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h1m again until his appearanoe at the oonvent. Explaining his 
appearanoe to the Friar, the Duke tells of Angelo's apPointment. 
dI have delivered to Lord Angelo, a man ot strict virtue and firm 
abstinenoe, ., absolute power and place here in Vienna. wll Here 
is another ac!m1ssion of Angelo's virtue by the Duke. It 1s only 
when the Friar questions htm that the Duke suggest. there is a 
flaw in Angelo's character. 
An analysis of this passage affords some slight insight 
into Angelo's character. The Duke says that Angelo i8 'preoise'. 
The lIord had the S8.ll1$ connotation then as it does now. Puritani-
cal, over-nioe, and extreme fastidiousness. Angelo oarries his 
virtue to an extreme, with the result that he appears to be lit-
tle more than a mere automaton--not a fleSh and blood person. 
Hudson, in commenting on the Duke's words, ft ••• hence we shall 
see if power change purpose what our seemers be,"la sa78 1that the 
passage ·clearly infers that his [the]Duke'. main purpose in as-
Suming the disguise of the monk is to unmask the deputy, and de-
monstrate to others what has long been mown to himself.al3 
'!'he next .cene in which the Duke removes another veil 
fram the ~sterious Angelo's character is the first scene of the 
third act. Isabella is telling the Duke about the proposition 
.. 
11 M,alure '01" Meaaure, I, iii, 11-12. 
12 llil.!!., 53-54. 
13 H. N. Hudson, Shakeliea.re: His Life, Art, and Oha-
rac er, 4th ed., I, Boston, W'12, 10. - - - --
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made by Angelo. The Duke's reaction re?ea18 to same extent tne 
shrewdness ot Angelo. "'fbat ahall not be much em1ss: yet, as the 
matter now stands, he will a?oid your aocusation, he made trial 
ot you only."14 ~lo's crime amounts to little more than a mer 
suggestion. and because or his reputation for virtue in the past 
it is clear that he will be able to get around Isabella'" accusa-
tion. A close reading of the lines in this section, where 
Vincentio lays his plans tor the bed trIck, w111 bear out this 
implioation. 
!he Duke's final desoription ot Angelo oomes when he 
relat •• to Isabella the ciroumstanoes ot Angelo's desert10n ot 
Marianna. 
She should this Angelo han married. was affianoed 
to her by oath and the nuptial appointed: between whioh 
time ot the contract and limit of the solemnity. her bro-
ther Frederiok was wrecked at sea, having in that perished 
vessel the dowry of his sister. But mark how heavilJ this 
befell to the poor gentlewoman. there she lost a noble and 
renowned brother, in his love toward her ever most kind 
and natural; with him, the portion and sinew of her for-
tune, her marriage-d01t'1'YJ with -both, her combinate hUII-
band, this well-seeming Angelo. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • He [lJeft her in her tears, and dried not one ot 
them. with his oomfortJ swallowed his vows Whole .. pretend-
ing in her disooveries of dishonour: in few, bestowed 
her on her own lamentation, which She yet weara tor his 
sake J and he I a Ul&l"ble to her tears, is washed wi th them, 
but relents not.15 
14 M.M., III, 1, 198-200. 
15 Ibid., 219-237. 
It 1s tmportant to note here another use of the 
Shakespearian teohnique of shadowed suggestion. The Duke never 
oomas out and saY8 exactly what the di!B2noE in Marianna's lite 
was. Usually such words refer to sexual aberrations, but in the 
present oase the audience 1s given a mere shadow ot suspicion to 
work with. 
From thls point on until the closing 01' the play, the 
Duke ls concerned with the exposition 01' Angelo'. breach of faith 
and the imposition ot a just punishment tor his intrigue with 
Isabella.. In the final aot, whioh is chiefly concerned with the 
imposition of punishment on the guilty, we see the con1"irmatlon 
of the Duke'" sU8pioiona about A.ngelo. He 1a shown to be what 
the Duke had hinted at--a human like ourselves, tully subjeet to 
the weaknesses of the flesh. 
In su:mm.1ng up the Duke's opinion of Angelo .e might 8ay 
• 
that he 1s understandingly questioning Angelo' 8 oharaoter. The 
Duke 1s wise enough and suffioiently acquainted with the foibles 
01' human nature to rea11s. that virtue oarried to an extre. cea-
aes to be r~al virtue. Although he trusts Angelo, there 1s some-
thing amiss. It is not a oomplete trust. From what the Duke 
said to the Friar at the oonvent it is evident that he t teels t or 
'senses' aome detect 1n Angelo, though he oannot quite point out 
what it is. This 1s not surprising, tor in one section Escalus 
speaks of the Duke as, "one that, above all other strites. 
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contended especially to know himselt. ft16 It the Duke had tried 
to became master ot bimaelt by self-knowledge it would be a rea-
sonable deduction to 8a"1 that he shoul.d have some degre. ot pro-
ticiency in character analysis. This being the case, 1t "eema 
justIfiable to say that the Duke would see through the veneer ot 
Angel~t. exterior and read his heart better than Angelo himself 
oould. Just why this should tempt the Duke to 8ay, -it power 
change purpose.· does remain a mysterr. This should suttice tor 
the Dukets revelation ot Angelofs charaoter. We may now turn to 
Escalua in OUIt attempt to delineate further the charaoter of the 
deputy Angelo. 
!he instanoes in which Eacalu.s hints about the charac-
ter ot Angelo are not too numerous. However, those hints which 
he does give are revealing and significant. Escalus, as he ap-
pear. in the play. 1s a seasoned statesman. It is quIte fitting 
that we weigh well an,. and every observatIon that he makes regard-
ing the charaoter of his co-ruler. .As it turns out, Escalu.s 1s 
ignorant of Angelo's ill-rated betrothal. The Duke's auspicion 
hinges on his knowledge ot this tact, but Eaealus, ignorant ot 
the deed, reveals Angelo's character trom what he has observed in 
him during hi" court life. In other words, Escalus' te"timon,. 
preseinds ~a.m an,. antecedent evidence, and we are tully justified 
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in aocepting his testimony as objective. With this in mind, the 
remark EscaluB makes to the Duke when he learns the Duke'. plana 
1. important: tilt any 1n Vienna be ot worth to undergo such am.-
ple grace and honor it is Lord Angelo. ttl,? !his 18 the onl,. real-
ly significant ref'erence to A.ngelo made by Eacalus in the first 
act. He reappears, however, in the second act, re1terating what 
he said on the former occasion, but this time he seems to 1mpl,. 
that there 1s a certain temerity and inhumanness in Angelo's char-
actsI' •. 
A'1, but '1et 
Let US be keen, and rather cut a little, 
Than tall, and bruis. to death. Alas, this gentleman, 
Whom I would save, had a most noble tatherl 
Let but your honor lmow, 
Whom I believe to be most straight in virtue, 
That, in the working 01" your own atteotions, 
Had time cohered w1 til plaoe or plaoe wi th wishing, 
Ol- thai; the re.olute aoting of' your blood 
Could have attaintd the ettect of' your own purpose, 
Eztrtd 1n th1s pOint which 7011 now censure him, 
And pull'd the law upon you.~a 
From an analysis of this passage we do get a clear in-
sight into the charaoter of Angelo. It can be readily interred 
that Angelo 1s highly prone to judge an aot without weighing the 
attendant 01rcumstances. The very faot that a law has been bro-
ken, 1s, tor Angelo, sufficient reason tor a judgment 01" guilt 
17 M.M" I, i, 23-25. 
18 ~., II, 1, 5-16. 
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betore law. and the imposition ot punishment. This raShness 1s 
pointed up all the more by the sharp contrast with Escalus' de. 
s1re to proceed cautiously and surely_ Eacalus' manner ot bring-
1ng out the oharacter ot Angelo is exoellently handled in the 
scenelS in which Elbow, Froth and Pompey carry on the comical in-
quisition which, to Angelo's impetuous nature, promises to "last 
out a n1ght in Russia when nights are longest there."SO Escalus, 
however, 1s human enough to see the absurdity ot the situation 
and goe. along with the1r sany carrying. on, Angelo, true to his 
impatient self, is quite disturbed by the 1ncident, and is anxious 
to be on his way. When the mock trial is over Escalus dismisses 
the trio with a part1ng remark indicating the wlsdom behind 
Angelo'. severity_ "It is but needfUll Mercy is not it.elf that 
oft looks so, Pardon is st1ll the nurse of second 'Woe; But yet,.-
Poor Claudio.aSl He pauses after this statement, and th~pau8e 
1s a significant one. We can almost hear him wish aloud that 
Angelo would temper his justice with a little mercy_ Escalua 
leavea the stage, leaving us to ponder his thoughts. 
!here are two more statement. by Escalus referring to 
hi. 'brother just1ce' Angelo. Both instances, though exem.plit'7i1'lll! 
19 ~id., II, 1. 
20 Ibid., 136-137. 
21 Ib1a., II, 1, 296-299. 
as 
the same virtue of the deputy, are found in his oonversation with 
the Provost, who has brought nstress Overdone into him for judg-
ment. Escalus refers to Angelo's condemnation of Claudio when he 
says, "It 'Dr1 brother wrought b7 "J.1.f3' pity, it should not be so with 
him,"22 and again, ft ••• but ~ brother justice I round so se-
vere that he hath torced me to tell him that he is indeed Jus-
tioe."23 Esoalus' meaning ia clear. He has interoeded, apparent-
lyon different oocasiona, with Angelo on behalf of Claudio, but 
to no a.ail. !he upshot of their conversations waa isoalus tell-
ing Angelo that he was too strict, so incapable ot tempering his 
application ot justice that he was Justice itself. We will treat 
of this point in a later section of the paper when we investigate 
this particular trait of Angelo, namely, his inability to see 
past the breaoh in the law and judge the deed in the light of the 
attendant circumstances. 
Betore leaving Escalus there are a few points that 
might be made regarding Escalua t admonition to Angelo about the 
advisability of tempering his justice with mercy. Escalua had 
spontaneously praised Angelo's virtue when be was interceding for 
Claudio. Shortly afterwards, however, immediately before Froth 
and Pompey came in, Escalus, 1n ~ aside (and hence tor the 
22 Ibid.,. III, il, 224. 
-
23 Ibid., 268-270. 
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benefit of the audienoe), makes a statement that throws much 
light on the character 01' the deputy: 
Well, heaven torgive him, and tor give us all1 
Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall: 
Some run from brakes 01' vic8, and anew!r none I 
And sonte condemned for a fault alone.2"1: 
Escalus is clearly rebuking Angelo for punishing out of all pro-
portion. With all the ViC8 ot Vienna gOing unscathed, Olaudio, 
tor a single tall must pay with his 11te, Escalus clearly shows 
us tbe uncompromising charaoter 01' Angelo. 
This is all we can draw trcm the testimony ot Eacalus. 
What Is its value' As indicated above, Eacalus, as a courtier 
and as an inttmate of the Duke, should speak with some authority. 
He has nothing to gain by praising Angelo, nor anything to 108e 
It he 18 trank about the shortcomings of his co-ruler. He haa 
told U8 that Angelo i8 ot the highest character, indeed, the most 
worthy man in Vienna to receive the honor of being the Duke's dep-
uty., Later he tells us that Angelo is unbending in his efforts 
to insure the application of justice to every crime, and that be 
is adamant in his deciSions once made, although the decisions are 
rigid and untempered by mercy. 
With this we turn to Lucio, the rogue of' Vienna, in our 
attempt to till out the character of Angelo. LuciO, as is evident 
1n the play, is an habitue ot the city's bawdy houses, and, as far 
24 M.M., II, 1, 37-40. 
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as we can determine. enjoys a rather unaavory reputation. How-
ever, despite this reputation, even the most casual reader will 
be struck b'1 the strange wisdom of the man, worldl.,. though it be. 
The toUowing 11nes t addressed to Isabella, are an example ot 
this wisdom. 
Our doubts are traitors, 
And make us lose the good we oft m1gh twin 
By tearing to attempt. Go to I:.ord Angelo, 
And let him learn to know, When maidens sue, 
Men give l1ke goda, but when they weep and kneel, 
All their petitions are as treely theirs 
As they themselves would owe them.25 
The knowledge of human nature shown by his words hardly 
needs pointing out. Lucio see_ to be well acquainted with the 
way8 of maids suIng for favors from the so-called tsuperlor' sex. 
He ealls on hIs exPerienee and leta Isabella profit by that expep-
ienee. He will a180 use that experienee in reading and c.omment-
ina on the character of Angelo. He gives us a basis tor.toi. 
statement when he first meets Isabella and tella of his respect 
tor herr 
It 1s true. 
I would not - though 'tis rq familiar sin 
With ma1ds to .eem the lapwing, and to jest. 
Tongue tar from my heart - play with ail v1rgins 80: 
I hold you a8 a thing enskytd and saInted, 
By your renounoement, an immortal spIrIt' 
And to be talktd with in sincerity, as with a saint.26 
25 ~., I, lv, 77-83. 
26 IbId., 30-38. 
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Here 1s human nature speaking. It 1s the response ot 
the goodness in a man's soul to the percept10n ot good in another. 
It is important to note the respons.s of both men to this go04-
ness, tor from the reaotions we learn what Isabella must be. She 
is def1nitely superior to the average woman of Vienna. If Lucl0, 
slave as he 1. to carnal desires and pleasures, reaots to the p'Ur-
lty and chastity of Isabella in such w1se, that purity of soul 
must be eminent. The reason behind this last statement is basi-
cally the notion of connaturalltJ.27 Aocordlng to this prlnoiple, 
a man is prone to perceive those virtues in another whioh he hIm-
selt possesses. B7 the fact that he has the virtues, he has a 
certain pre-disposltion tor them. When he meets them in another 
he is aware of their presence. Accordingly. be will also notioe 
the lack of the tl'oai ts whloh he himself possessed, namely, sens,:,-
allty or frivolity_ Instead, he noticed the purity of Is,bella. 
TransferrIng our attention to Angelo tor a moment and applying 
the prinCiple of oonnaturallty, it seems that Isabellats purity 
Should evoke a proportlonately greater response because of hi. 
own inclinations to chastity. 
Returning to Luoio·s manifestatlon of Angelo's charac-
ter, he descrIbes Angelo to Isabella atter he haa urged his 
. 27 POI' the notion of oonnaturality here mentioned aee 
J. Maritain, ~ Demel of KnOWled,e, trans. B. Wall, Scribner Be 
Son, "New York;-I9!a, 34 .~!so, !. , II-II, q. 45, q. a, a., or 
[loh. ~th1cl' Booka VIII and IX. 
reasons for telling her the truths 
Upon hi. place, 
And wi th .tu.ll 11ne of his au thori t7. 
Governs Lord Angelol a man whose blood 
Is very snow broth; one who never teels 
'the wanton stings and motions of the senae, 
But doth rebate and blunt his natural edge 
With ·profits of the mind, study. and tast.2S 
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Lucio·s tmpress10n at Angelo has been tormed, not tram one aot, 
but trom his observation of Angelo reaching back through the many 
years that Angelo and Lucio have frequented the court of the Duke 
!his pOint is substantiated by the warda - ••• (bJut doth rebate 
and blunt his natural edge with profits 01' the mind. study. and 
f&8t.-29 It i. clear what Lucio intends. He i. saying that by a 
lite of •• If-repre.sion, intellectual labor and corporal auateri-
ty Angelo has quieted the passions of his body to such a degree 
that he can look 111 th disdain on the talls ot his less t an,gelio • 
brethren. That Angelo is determined, or adamant when he ~s once 
made a deCision, might be implied trom Luciot s olosing worda that 
perhaps Isabella can melt Angelo by her prayers. 
Our nest meeting with Lucio is in the second aot of the 
play where he witnesses the meeting of Isabella and Angelo.30 
Here, too, we see his knowledge 01' human nature manitested as he 
prompts Isabella in her suit. That he 1s well acquainted with 
28 M.M., I, Iv. 55-61. 
29 Ib14. 
30 M.M., II, 1i. 
the worokinga ot the heart i. clear trom his stressing the need ot 
a passionate insistence in hero pleadings. It i. well to note the 
advice he give. the maid, tor example, "Give not oter • • • to 
him again • • • entroeat him. kneel down betore him • • • hang on 
his gown.w31 
Lucio tries to persuade Isabella that Angelo will 71e14 
If abe pressea her sui t--that 1 t is natural tor a man to yield to 
the long.-contlnued pleas and tear. of a suppllant woman. Imm.edi-
atel,. afterwards Lucio stressea the need ot passion and warmth in 
her prayers and petItions. All through the oourse of this meet-
ing Luciots commentaries on the progreas of her suit betray his 
knowledge of the human heart. It is, then, with some authority 
that he speaks when he interprets the character of the depuv". 
Lucio's teatimon,. should be true and safe, conaequently,.what he 
tells us about the deputy should aid Wl in our search to ..find the 
true Angelo, 
In the third act, where the Duke and Luoio meet, more 
of Luoio's thoughts regarding Angelo come to lIght. Though not 
exactl,. in the nicest language; Lucio reveals hl. thoughts as 
follow.1 
-
Thel S&'1 this Angelo was not made 
By man and woman after the downright wa:y ot 
Creation: Is it true. think lOU' ••• 
Some report a sea.-:me.id spawned himJ aome ~ \ S To W f2Jy 
~ ~ 
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That he was begot between two stock-fishes. But 
It is certain that, when he makes water, his urlne 
Is congealed ice; that I know to be true • • • .32 
This ia the last plaoe from which we can draw any help 
from Lucio. He appears later, but that ls ln the resolutlon ot 
the plot where what he says has 11ttle to do with the oharacter 
ot Angelo. Lucio. then, has no love for Angelo. He looka on the 
new ruler as an inhuman automaton, tar removed trom the fee11ngs 
of the ordinary man, and capable of normal teellngs only in a po-
tential aenae. 
There is another pOint ot vlew to be considered, namelJ', 
a consideration of the minor oharacters in the play- There la 
little to be gotten tram them directly since a good portion ot 
the dialogue pertains more to Angelo's toollsh aotions than to 
hi. Charaoter. Perhaps the only really pert1nent reteren~. ls 
the ProTost's remark to the ettect that Angelo is aoting tn an ~ 
wonted manner in sending him the note demanding that he execute 
Claudio.53 W. do not, ot cOUl'se, see or hear about all the events 
1n the 11te ot the deputy. Doubtlessly, in a real lite situation, 
the Provost would have m&.n7 tasks to pertorm. '!'hat the ruler 
should send a speoial note implies that he had been aocustomed to 
merely pass judgment and th~n let the Provost carry out his de-
Cl'e8S at the appointed time. ArJ.y action to the contra17 might 
32 ~ •• III, il, 110-120. 
33 aid., IV, 11, 120. 
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argue that the monarch had a special reason tor this peouliar 
case. There I.ema to be justlfication in arguing that after his 
temptation and supposed seduction of Isabella (whoae plaoe had 
been taken b;y Marianna), Angelo returned to his former pollcr ot 
metlng O\.lt justice to every crime that was brought before him. 
There are some indirect reterences to Angelo, most ot which deal 
wi th his actions, not his character. 
Marianna' .. onl1 direot reference to Angelo is traught 
with dlfficulties. Late in the tinal actM Marianna, in begglng 
the Duke not to .mock her with a husband', Sa78, "0 mr dear Lord, 
I orave no other nor no better man." How should this be interpre-
ted? Is it to be understood that Marianna will settle tor !Dl 
man? This 'Would hal."-dly be a oompl1ment to a person who 18 sup-
posed to have some quaUty. When Angelo first courted her abe 
must have offered him more than money, despite the fact ~at it 
was a M£lap .. cgnxeDf!l9;e. That.ank 111WJt have been included 
ls evidenced br the Duke'. having .eferred to her as a gentlewo-
man.35 Arguing.trom thi8 it is not hard to advance the theor;y 
that Marianna would have oonsidered as a husband a man who would 
be of the same, or practically the same, 80clal position. From 
thisi t .tollowa that the interpretation to be aocorded the pas-
sage 18 that Marianna was actually deep in love with the man and 
34 I,;b1d,., V, 1, 225. 
35 Ibld" III, i, 225. 
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that she is really sincere in saying that she wants no one it not 
Angelo. It has, of course, been argued that Marianna is a com-
pletely colorless character. or a doltish sort of an individual, 
it She were willing to accept the man who had rejeoted her.SS 
. In reply to this argument, however strange it may seem 
that Marianna was willing to receive Angelo back, there is good 
reason tor her actions. The play is centered in Vienna at a t~e 
when Oatholicism was the only religion. As will be brought out 
later, betrothal was 01' such a nature that when once agreed upon 
nei ther partner wa.s tree to :marry any other person. Marianna, 
then, was merely seeking to be rejoined to her husband. Though 
1 t may seem strange .. the union must have been acceptable earlier 
to both parties. To Marianna, because she loved; to Angelo, be-
cause, in his selfish pride, he would have the social rank he 
thought titting, money plentiful enough to live eomtortab;ty, and 
profitable sooial contacts. The situation is not an infrequent 
one and is met even in the present daY'. A partner t s shortcomings 
are readily accepted because of the advantages to be gained. 
This is not an attempt to whi tew8.ah Angelo. It Is, ra-
ther, an attempt to establish the creduU ty of Marianna and to ar-
gue trom that to the cha.racter of Angelo. Isabel-la's oomment on 
Marianna. substantiates the remarks ot the Duke about her. When 
36 See A. M. Mackenzie, l:h! Women !n ShakeS:Qeare t I 
PlaIs, New York, 1924# 242. 
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the Duke tells Isabella the name of the proposed substItute she 
replS.es, ttl have heard of the lady, and good word. went wIth her 
name."37 To Isabella, MarIanna Is practIcally an unknown charac-
tel', yet, when the Duke mentions her name Isabella recall. having 
heard good things said of her. Isabellats knowledge of Marianna 
is mere hearsay. Human nature being what It Is, It seems logIcal 
to inter that Marianna would not have a good reputatIon unle.s it 
were tme--espeoially In VIenna. All thIngs consIdered, her af-
fection for and devotion to Angelo does seem to warrant our ran.k-
ing her as more than a dolt. Then, too, we might bAve recourse 
to the idea of connaturalit,. which was brought up in the dl.cua-
sian ot LucIo'. 'b.atlmonyregarding Angelo.Sa 
'l'urn1.ng now to Isabella, the last external .oure. of 
Information about Angelo'. charaoter, we are ooncerned wIth the 
objeot ot Angelo's lustful deslr... Here we wIll con.lde~ 
Isabella In her dealings wi th the other charaoters ot the play, 
meanwhile passing over her meetIng wIth ~lo. 
Isabella t s tlrst appearanoe is in the fourth scene ot 
the first act When LucIo comes to the convent to beg her help in 
saving Olaudio. Almost tmmedlately her character begIns to stand 
out I ttYes, truly: I speak not as desIring more [libert,.]. But 
rather wishing a more strict restraint upon the sisterhood, the 
tu 
37 M.M,. III, 1, 217-218. 
38 See page 28. 
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votaries of Saint Clare."59 Unkno~lngly. Isabella exemplifies 
the mind of a person newly-reoeived into the religious lite. She 
is swept away by her initial fervor to the extent that she would 
have a more severe disoipline for the nuns. The time-tested vet-
erans of. life in religion learn by experience the striotness of 
the laws when their observance has been stretched over a number 
ot years. The novioe, f'ull ot enthusiasm and generosi ty, sees 
only the present moment and deems the laws 'not too strict.' 
The hum11i ty of the maid becomes clear durIng the course 
ot her oonversation with Lucio. She i8 convinced ot her inabili-
ty to dissuade Angelo from his determined course. Luoio finally 
prevails on her and she does agree to go to Anselo. On her se-
oond visit to the deputy Angelo makes his leoherous proposal. 
Isabella, soandalized by the proposal, flees to the imprla.oned 
Claudio and tells him of the option. She gives us a good.pioture 
of her oharaoter when she says to Olaudio, "I have spirit to do 
anything that appears not toul in the truth of my splrit."40 All 
that she says here is that sin or manifest evil 1s the 11m! t be-
yond which ahe will not venture in her attempt to tree Olaudio. 
When she tells Friar Ludowiok, The Duke in disguise, "0 how muoh 
18 the good Duke deoeived in Angelo,"41 we may be sure that her 
39 ~, I, iv, 3-5. 
40 IbI~., III, i, 210-212. 
41 IbId., 194-195. 
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opinion of Angelo Is quIte bad. It is shortly after this Bcene. 
while ahe disousse. Marianna's plIght, that she remarks ot Angelo 
"What corruption In this life that it will let ~! man live."42 
What sort of man is Angelo in Iaabella' a opinion? The answer is 
given in the words of Isabella to the Duke, and it leaves no 
doubt In our mind: 
Most strange, but yet most truly, w111 I apeak. 
That Angelo's forsworn, 1s 1 t not strange? 
That Angelo's a murderer; 1s't not strange? 
That Angelo Is an adulterous thief, 
An hypocrite, a virgin violator •••• 43 
Yet, violent as her accusation Is, I,abella later intercede. for 
Angelo before the Duke. Does this argue inoonsistenoy on her 
part? Not necessarily. In her desire to win Olaudio's freedom, 
Isabella would have done anything to attain that goal. What She 
said about Angelo was true, but it was also exaggerated.' When 
• the truth about Claudio comes out. she manifests the same mercy 
that ahe so ardently sought ot Angelo a while before. She is mo-
tivated by the conviction. that Angelo was sincere, but that he 
succumbed to a temptation. 
In summation, Isabella'. impresslon of Angelo i. that 
he is sincere, but a victim of self deceptlon. He 1s good, but 
not qul te the angel he would 11ke to think himself. 
42 }bid., 239-240. 
43 ~., V, i, 37-42. 
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Pinal 1,. , what does Angelo tell us about h1mse1f? It 
will be necessarr to examine his lines in the play_ Hls dealings 
wlth Isabella are treated In another part ot the paper. His deal 
Ings with the minor oharacters are to be examdned here. In the 
very OIpenlng scene o:f",the ph: Angelo t s humility oomes to the tore 
when he sa1s to the Duke, who is g1ving him the rule ot the city, 
"Now, good my Lord, Let there be some more test made ot my metal, 
Betore 80 great and 80 noble a tigure be stamped upon it."44 
There 1s an air ot humility about Angelo as he makes this propo-
sal, but there i. also an air of irony as he chooses the means ot 
his downfall. It is not unt1l tne second act, however, that 
Angelo's true selt begins to untold. His ideas on the rigid ap-
plication ot justice, regardless ot attendant oircumstances, are 
clearly stated In the opening scene: 
TIs one thing to be tempted, Escalus, 
Another thing to tall. I not den1, 
The jury, passing on the prisoner's lite, 
Ma1 in the aworn twelve have a thiet or two 
Guiltier than htm they try. What's open made to justice, 
That just1ce seizes: what knOll' the lawa 
!hat thieves do pass on thieves? Tis very pregnant, 
The jewel that we tind, we stoop and take't, 
Because we see it, but what we do not see 
We tread upon, and never think ot it. 
You may not so extenuate his ottence 
Por I have had suoh taults, but rather tell me, 
When I, that oensure hlm, do 80 attend, 
44 Ibid., I, i, 48-51. 
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Let mine own judgment pattern out my death, 
And nothing came in partial. Sir he must die.45 
Angelo is unyielding. He maintains that every per-
ceived ottence must be paid. It makes no difference that some me 
Commit the same crime and go unpunished s~ply because they were 
not seen. The law is objective. it does not allow for individual 
cases. So adamant is Angelo that he would permit no exception--
a determination that will eventually seal his own death. 
After his deolaration, Angelo applies justice in the 
form ot pe~itting Claudio to confess. This is Claudio's right 
under the Christian ideal of preparing a man tor his eternal 
judgment. It is not a concession motivated by mercy. The rest 
ot this scene is an elucidation ot Angelots notions on the auton-
omy of justice, the impossibility ot compromise with crime and 
the absolute necessity of punishing an offender, regardless of 
• rank. The mind of Angelo Is well described by K. J. Spalding. 
To the rigid mind of Angelo man Is rather made for 
moral 1a. thah moral law tor man. A "categorical im-
perative," mora11ty is a thing to be obeyed by man 
without condition, mercy or remorse. "Sharp occaslons" 
furnish no excuse to "lay it by;" and, though no harm 
to any may tol10w its breach, no ~lY "exception" to 
it is to be willed by the good man. 
It is clear to the reader of the play that Angelo has simply 
tailed to tind the solution to the problem faCing every human 
45 ~., II, i, 17-31. 
46 K. J. Spalding, The PhilO!9ihl ~ Shakespeare, 
Philosophioal Library, New Yor~1953, 2. 
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judge. that of reoonciling objeotive civil law with a subjeotive 
oonscienoe. It is so universal a praotice for a human law-giver 
to interpret a law to allow for individual cases, or weigh the 
conoomitant oiroumstances of a law's violation that one might wo~ 
der whether Angelo oan be really sincere in following so rigorous 
a oourse. The answer to this question is given by Mr. Spalding: 
A man like Angelo ot "fast and study· might sincerely 
(5. 1. 451) thrust trom him a mercy whioh man's unphl10-
sophical mildness may venture at times to prefer to an 
extreme ot "just1ce"{2.i.4). Peel however as men may, 
a sufficient surgeon of the State must sometimes use the 
surgeon's knife, and Angelo might have esoaped the gener-
al oensure had he oontinued constant to the moral princi-
ple propounded by htm.47 
Angelo preaohes a hard doctrine, but it is because he Is 
ruled by a desire to reform the city that he does so. He is not 
impervious to the needs of men simply because they have committed 
a orime. His charity may be cold, but it is there. When Angelo 
commits Juliet to prison he orders the Provost "See you t~e torn!-
oatress be removed: let her have needful, but not lavish means."48 
This aot ot providing her wlth the needed seclusion and care for a 
woman about to give birth to a child is entirely oonsonant with 
Angelo's oharaoter. It is, after all, only just that this care be 
provided by the state to those oonfined to its institutions. 
~ere is another inoident that should be investigated it 
47 Ibid., 125. 
48 M.M,. II, il, 22-24. 
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Angelo's character 1s to be tully understood. As was mentioned 
ear11er, the Duke tells Isabella about an 1ncident in Angelo's 
past life that caused him to became suspicious of Angelo. It was 
the broken betrothal to Marianna.49 Angelo was affianced to 
Marianna •. Marianna's brother was lost at sea when he was bring-
ing her dowry to her. When Angelo learned of the lost dowry he 
left Marianna on the grounds that she had been guilty of some mis-
oonduct. The question to be considered is this: could Angelo le-
gitimately leave Marianna, or was he bound to remain with her by 
virtue of the betrothal? If he was tree, his later affair with 
Marianna was fornication) it he was not tree, his leaving her was, 
at the very least, the deed of a small and petty charaoter, and 
his punishment ot Claudio (who waa in the same marital state) hy-
pocritioal. To settle the question it will be necessary to in-
vestigate the mind of the Ohuroh and ot Elizabethan 80cie1Y in 
the matter. 
It should be kept in mind that the period during which 
the action ot the play is supposed to have occurred was one ot 
great contusion with regard to religious matters. There are re-
cords to prove that Shakespeare was baptized a Oatholic. Yet, 
there are reasons to question that at this time he was a practic-
ing Oatholic. Most probably he went along with the general run 
of Elizabethan Oatholics who merely stopped practicing their 
49 Ibid., III, 1, 219-837. 
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faith under Elizabeth's rule. The audience who saw the play 
would oertainly have had a Catholic background. They would have 
been conversant with the traditional teaching of Rome on the sub-
jeot of betrothals, and with the different attitudes of their own 
day. Shakespeare was writing tor an English audienoe despite the 
taot that the soene of the play is laid in Vienna, a most 
Oatholic town at the time. Henoe, the ideas on marriage and be-
trothal will reflect the teaohing of the Church before Trent, 
since the Tridentlne laws could not be sufficiently promulgated 
in post-reformation England. 
The mind of the Churoh in the matter of betrothals will 
be oonsidered First. Without going into a tull historical study 
of the subject, the teaching of the Ohurch may be summed up 
briefly_ 
Until the tenth oentury there had been various ~nterpre 
tations of the effects of betrothal. The Paris Sohool, distin-
guiShing between betrothals 2er verba de 2raegentl and E!£ Ier~a 
de futuro maintained that neither type constituted an indissolu-
ble marriage. Popes Alexander III and his successor Luoius III 
both rendered decisions that a promise under oath does not effect 
a l'l'1S.ITiage. Much confusion on the effects of betrothal had come 
trom an early decree of Justinian, but it is generally conceded 
by theologians that the true interpretatIon of Justinian's decree 
was given in the Petri Exceptiones Legum Romano~ composed about 
1050 A.D. Commenting on Justinian's decree, the author says that 
45 
if a man swears to a woman that he will marry (ducere) 
her, the oath is a promise, and does not form a mar-
riage; but it he swears that he will hold (habere) her 
as his wit., the marriage is an accomplishea fact. 50 
The distinotion 1s quite similar to that ot the Paris 
School. fTo marryt (ducer§) implies a future time; fto hold' 
(BIber.) implies here and now. Acoording to a decree of Innooent 
III, the latter promise forms an indissoluble union, while the 
fo~.r does not and may be dissolved by the one party it the other 
1s guilty ot unfaithfulness. It should be reoalled here that tb1s 
is the pretext on whioh Angelo justities his leaving ot Marianna. 
It is very probable that Angelo, who had devoted a good bit ot 
study to the law ot the time, Should be aware of this taot, name-
ly, that unfaithfulness was a legal ground tor separation. It is 
olear from the context that the agreement of Marianna and Angelo 
must have been S! futuro since there was a question ot waiting 
for the arrival of the dowry and there is mention ot a pre-
contraot; "Gentle daughter, tear you not at all. He is your hus-
band on a pre-oontract •• ,"51 It is olear that a betrothal per 
!etba j! tulUEo did not grant marital rights. Father Joyoe notes 
that both Innooent III and Gregory IX deolared that it oopulation 
took plaoe the sRonsalia 2! futuro is understood to have been 
50 George H. Joyoe, S. J., Ohristian Marrias-: an Hi,-
torioal and Doctri~l stufl' Shead and Ward, tOndon, !933,-aa. 
!his boo~i11 Eee exe usive souroe for the mind of the Ohurch 
in regard to the efteots of bethrothal. 
51 ~, IV, i, 72-74. 
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implemented by consent per verba S! praesenti, and hance a perma-
nent union was established.52 It is very significant to note that 
Father Joyce points out the very case of Angelo and Mar1anna as an 
illustration of this decree. It should be clear then, that 
Angelo, by his nocturnal meeting with Marianna was merely oample-
menting his former agreement s!. .futSlo with an agreement .4!. ara .... 
!!Dt~. The two did not oommit ain, but merely consummated their 
marriage. It cannot be denied, however, that Angelo's pretension 
ot dIshonor in Marianna was a petty deed. 
Before leaving this consideration of the Church's atti-
tude, Claudio's case should be investigated. Was he married to 
Juliet or wasntt he? The answer w11l determine the nature ot 
Angelots committing him to prison as hypocritioal or as just ap-
plication ot a law. Once again the Ohurch's mind is made ~lear by 
Father Joyce. Quoting trom the Manual. Sarisburien.e, he make. 
the IllegalIty of Claudio's action clear. 
ClandestIne marriages are forbidden for two reasons: 
first, lest the expeotation of marriage lead to fornica-
tion: and secondly, lest thoae who are really married be 
unjustly separated. For in secret marrIages it otten 
happens that one of the parties alters his mind, and 
sends the other away destitute of all evidence and power-
less to obtain remedl tor the wrong.53 
It 1s clear, then, that the union of Juliet and Olaudio 
was wrong, and that Angelo was justified in committing him to 
52 
53 
Joyoe, Christian Marriage, 88. 
IbId, 111-112. 
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prison and death tor the violation. It was not a hypooritioal 
deed, but the application of a most biting law. 
This should sutficG for an expositIon of the Churoh'. 
mind in the matter. Next to be considered is the attitude of the 
Elizabethan publio and the way in whioh Shakespeare 1 s audience 
would have looked on the matter. As was indioated earlier, the 
praotioe of the people 1s lIkely to have been dIfferent than the 
oonduot prescribed by the Church due to the suppressIon of the 
Roman Church. !he mind of sooiety in the matter is shown in the 
following: 
Marriage required no ceremony tor its valIdlty, al-
though the omission of it was an offence. ,The only es-
sential was !erba de eraesenti (as distinguished trom a 
promise to marry at;a future &ate), the man and woman 
saying to each other, II receive you as mine.' No oere-
mony, no prIest, no physical consummation was required; 
so that atteI' such a pre-contract (as it was oalled) 
nei ther party could marry any other person. It ei ther 
or them purported to do so. the second marriage w~, ~i. 
gamous and voidable and the issue of it bastards.54 
Another passage reflects the mind of the people' 
Although social disapproval attached to the cohabitation 
ot lovers in advance ot a regular churoh wedding, the 
praotice was viewed in a separate light trom casual in-
dulg$nce. For couples regularly bethrothed, the sexual 
act itselt completed a legal civil marriage. 
54 Arthur UnderhIll, "Law," Shakespeare's Eagland, 2nd, 
I, ed. O. T. Onions, Oxford, 1932, 407-408. 
55 Altred Barbage, Shakes,eare and th! Hival Tradi-
tions, Maomillan, New York, 199§, 16. ---
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Thus, it would seem that despite the Ohuroh'. ruling 
the people did acknowledge that the Ierb~ ~ ptaesent! betrothal 
did give the marital rIghts. In the ey8s or the people, ther.rore, 
Angelo might seem tyrannical in condemning Olaudio, but Angelo was 
within his rights and did not act tyrannioally_ !his is a tine 
example ot a typical Shakespearian trick. He plays both sides ot 
the story. For those still steeped in Oatholic tradition Angelo 
was right' for those no longer adhering to the teaohing of Rome 
he waa wrong. Jr. Joyoe points out the taot that sinoe the 
!ridentine decrees revoking the legitimaoy ot !Ronlalie per verba 
S! praGlenti could not be promulgated, the betrothals still had 
the etfect of oonstituting a marriage, conditioned on the wording 
of the contract.56 
!his, then, i. the picture ot Angelo before the tempta-
tion. We have tried to make our pioture as full and deta~ed as 
possible in order to understand his actions during and following 
the temptation. Without repeating ourselves too much we might 
sum up the result. of our study thus tar. All of the charaotera 
attribute a certain quality of fineness to Angelo. Lucio, 
Isabella, Marianna, the Duke--all admit that he does possess some 
tine qualities, but they hasten to add that be is also overweening 
in his pride and self-complacency_ All point up the lack ot 
56 J010e, Chri!tilB Marriase, 137. 
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balanoe between the law as he sees it and the law as he applies 
it to particular instances. Angelo, by his own confession, haa 
trained hImself to rise above the ordinary feelings of men. The 
Duke, cognizant of Angelo's untested virtue, admires what he se.a, 
but wants. to show Angelo that true virtue i8 positive, not a mere 
retreat or withdrawal from the conditions of everyday living. 
Thus, it 8eems that Angelo's character is probable in the sense 
we have defined at the beginnIng of the paper. He has taults, 
but aside tram these he 1s artistically probable. His taulta are 
those ot a normal person, not fault. which contradict nature. 
CHAPTER III 
· A pendulum is ascending. It reaches the 11m! t 
gravity will permit and instantly it is descending. 
A ball is 8ai1ing through the air. It touches the 
bound interposed by a .all and it is salling in the 
opposite direotion. And even when the reaction is 
not instantaneous the same principle holds: every-
thing breeds .ithin itself the seed of ita contrary. 
Human passion is no exception to the rule. At the 
extremity, it too turns the other way round, upside 
down, or inside out.1 
As the above quotation indicates, all things have a 
11mit. In everything there is a certain point beyond which •• 
begin to act irrationally. Just as the pendulum, raised to the 
extreme point of its arc, will, when finally released, swing to 
the opposite extreme, so man, reacting to an unnatural strain, 
runs to the opposite pole ot his charaoter. In the present case 
we see Angelo in the role of a human judge trying to apply objec-
tive law to the miscreants ot his society. Blinded by his rigid 
application ot justice, he veers away from the mean toward the 
extreme of unmitigated rigor, both in his own lite and in the 
50 
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case ot his teIrow men. The result is inevitable--the pendulum 
must complete its arc. 
In the preceding ohapter we have tried to draw a oo~ 
plete picture ot the deputy that we might better understand and 
interpret. his aotions in the oourse ot the play. Now we come to 
the interpretation of what is probably the most tmportant action 
as tar u this paper is concerned ...... the temptation ot Isabella by 
Angelo and the temptation ot Angelo by Isabella. Once again, it 
is a problem relating to dramatic probability. We want to see it 
Angelo, in the vacillating moods at temptation, acted as a normal 
person would, or whether his actions are such that they are im-
probable in the sense we have defined. Let us turn, then, to the 
temptation scene to discover, it we can, lt and to what degree 
Angelo manitests the signs ot a 'probable t character. 
Protessor Houlton has given us a tine descriptlpn at 
the characters involved in the temptation scene, contrasting as 
he does the two extremes ot purl ty tound in Angelo and Iaabella. 
Angelo is sincere in his devotion to puri ty, and 
Isabella in time comes to see this. But his devotion 
••• is not to a principle, but to a cause: Angelo 
is a partisan ot purity. It has become a battleo,.,. 
between parties} Angelo has taken his side • • • il-
lustrating how a man may strive on behalf ot a prin-
Ciple which nevertheless has not entered deeply into 
his heart. • • • 
At an opposite point tram this Angelo we have 
Isabella, in whom purity is a passion. Not onlJ is 
her brotherts crime rthe vice she most abhors and most 
desires should meet the blow ot justice,' but even 
legitimate passion ahe has renounced. • • .2 
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Both ot the Characters are chaste it one considers chas-
tity to consist in mere abstention tram venereal pleasure. The 
attitudes of the two, however, are radically different. Angelo's 
purIty is a negative thing. He is chaste because he considers sex 
and sexual desire evil. Isabella, on the other hand, has a more 
posi tive outlook. She has willingly reno.unced the right over her 
body by her entranoe into the convent, but for the reason that She 
considers the celibate lite more perfeot than the married atat •• 
That She defended her virginity when assailed by Angelo has bro~ 
criticism trom many quarter.. Her actions have been interpreted 
as beIng tho.e ot a prude. But where, one might ask, is the prud-
ery or lack ot passion in de tending one's purity to pleaae God? 
Supposedly, the scene is laid in a Catholio region, in an age 
~hen Ohrist's principles ot morality were not yet told-faShioned.' 
~ls attitude toward chastity Is one ot the fundamental points ot 
~ontra.t between the two. Angelo's virtue, because it is ot hi. 
awn making, Is based on little more than pride. Isabella's vir-
tue, on the other hand, is q..tickened by religious enthusiasm, 
oherished not tor itselt, but for the God she ador ••• 
Walter Raleigh, in treating ot Angelo's tall, makes the 
following observationl 
2 R. G. Moulton, ~ Jorri Sl,tem.2! Shake!R.are. ~cMlllan Compan'Y, Ne. York,J:90, 6. 
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••• [a]is hypoorisy is selt-deception, not cold and 
caloulating wickedness. Like many another man, he haa 
a lotty, fanciful idea ot himselt, and his public acts 
belong to this imaginary person. At a orisis, the 
real man surprises the play-aotor, and pushes him 
aside.3 
Or, as Mr. Staufter oomments. 
• • •. [8] 0 extreme and inflexible is his thinking that, 
when at length he is shaken by inner conwlsiona to 
use his power to slake his own appetItes, habit still 
hold. him to an uncompromising course. Since his 
thought baa known no temporizing or qualification, 
there i8 no ohoioe but tor the oomplete saint to be-
OOMe the oomplete villain •••• He has too little ob-
served the mottlings and marblings ot good and evil to 
make a oompromise, and power itselt haa the instrument 
for enlarging both his aspirations and his degradation.4 
In Isabella there was a balanoed attitude toward lite whioh accen-
tuated Angelo' a lack ot balance. In the tinal an8lY8is it was 
this lack ot a balanoed outlook that brought about the ruin at 
Angelo. 
The remainder at this chapter will be based main+Y on 
an article at W. M. T. Doods which appeared In the Modern J.!.Bcmage 
9;qae:1('£*Z- The brunt or thls artlcle is to show that Angelo was 
a 'real' oharacter In the Benae that we detined at the beginning 
ot our paper, that Is, probable to the extent that he ls capable 
ot a sincere repentance despite the heinous crimes he 1s guilty ot. 
New York, 
3 Walter Raleigh. Sh!kelpeare, London, 1911, 169. 
4. Donald A. Stautter, Shalte'peKe t ! J{211d 9.l Image" 
1~49, 145. 
jiii> 
As a tirst step in proving Angelo's true character, Mr. Dodds 
wrote as tollowst 
Christian experienoe has been that goodness carries 
no exception, in this life, from the fury of the Temp-
ter, no man Is guaranteed against a sudden tall from 
grace. It Is this truth Which Is neglected when we 
argue that Angelo temptIng Iaabella ia Angelo reveal-
ing hia ~ nature, and that, therefore, the golden 
oPi~ons~ad won from the Duke were alwaya unmeri-
ted. 
Angelo has yet to find out the' 'cunning enemJ' within 
himself which the Duke had long before perceived. Angelo 1a 
quite satisfied with himself, however, and his downfall ia all 
the more oertain beoause of this aelf-complacenoy. In the open-
ing aoene we hear him ask the Duke to make more'test of his metal 
that he might be proven worthy of the honor about to be imposed. 
Angelo haa achooled himself well in diSCipline ot the mind and 
body. and aa a result he has risen far above many temptations to 
• 
whioh the common man is frequently subjected. Wot that A.ngelo ls 
absolutely immune. What is intended here is that be has been 
fre. from sexual temptations to suoh a degree that he no longer 
can understand how a man could degrade himself by 71elding to car-
nal desires. His utopian existence ia soon shattered, however, 
when he meets with the alluring purity ot Iaabella. 
5 W. M. T. Dodda, "The Character ot Angelo In Measure 
for Measure," Modern Language,Reylew, XLI, July, 1946, 247. 
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'0 bring out the character of Angelo a bit more as we 
go along, it will be well to start with the first meeting ot 
Isabella and Angelo. One of the first things to oome to our at-
tention is the constancy, logicality and preciseness ot Angelo. 
Ris logicality and preoise thlnking are pointed up by his frequent 
use of distinctions, for example. 
Condemn the fault and not the actor ot itT 
Wh7, ever,- taul t' s condemned 'ere it be done I 
Mine were the verJ oipher of a function, 
to fine the faults whose fine stands in record. 
And let go by the aotor.6 
Angelo'. oonsistency is illustrated by his frequently 
manifest adherence to two taots. The first. that justice is oon-
cern,eel with known tact •• the second, that justioe is imper.onal 
and autonomous. Dodds observes this and comments, 
• • • [b] oth these pOints may be easily IllUstrated, the 
fir.t by the analogr of the jewel lying on the ground 
• • • and the second by the extreme oase of partIali~, 
that ot a man tor h1maelt, and retleoting that even in 
that oase justioe is, Idea!!I' so independent of its 
minister that Angelo oonde ng Angelo would be logioal, 
whereas Angelo pardoning Olaudl0 because Angelo is 
guilty, would be absurd. 7 
Angelo's resolute nature is repeatedly brought to our 
attention in thls scene. Despite Isabella'. importunity, Angelo 
parries with a reiteration of hls flxed purpose. In qliok 
6 U.K., II, 11, 37-41. 
, Dodds, "The Character of Angelo in Measure tor Mea-
sure," Modern k!nssase Reliew, XLI, 249. 
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suoce8sion he oounters her pleas with, "Look, what I wl11 not. 
that I oannot do,·S or. "Hets sentenoed; ttis too late, lt9 and 
again, "Your brother 1s forfeit to the law, and you but waste 
your words."lO In all of these orisp and blunt denial., Angelo's 
adamant nature comes to the fore. He is acting aa a civil offi. 
oial interpreting the law. He treats Isabella, not as a woman, 
but as a suppliant. The snow-brothed Angelo Is Oblivious of a 
man to woman relationShip, For him, Isabella as a woman does not 
exist, he sees only the suppliant. Isabella, now convinoed that 
an appeal to his pity is useless, ohanges her taotios and turns 
to the theme of Christ dying for sinners, and the Christian notion 
ot forgiveness, Angelo shifts with her and oounters with the 
words: 
Be you oontent fair maid; 
It is the law, not I condemn your brother: 
Were he ~ kinsman, brother, or my son, • 
It should be thus with him: he must die tomorrow,ll 
Here again Angelo harks baok to the autono~ of the law. 
Personal feelings must be put aside when it oomes to a matter of 
an objeotive violation of the law. For Angelo, justloe must be 
served. 
8 M.M., II, 11, 53. 
9 Ibid., 56. 
-
10 Ibid., 71-72. 
-
11 Ibid" 79-82. 
-
!'ry as he might, Angelo 1s powerless to dissuade the 
maid from pleading for her brother, yet, his loyalty to a princi-
ple 1s as steadfast as her deV'otlon to a. brother. Even when 
iacalus intercedes for Olaudio, Angelo i8 unbending. This would 
seem to indicate that he is an upright man, and master of his own 
mind, as Dodds points outl 
It is typical ot Angelo's mental habi ta that having 
atated a formed deCision, he tmmediately sees it in terms 
of its issue in act1on, S1r, he lnWIt die. t This i8 the 
mark ot effective thinking. • •• It 1s 80 in his treat-
ment of Isabella. He attempts to persuade, it fails; he 
therefore proceeds to a plain statement of the alterna-
tives and demands decision of her aa he is accustomed 
to demand it ot himself, 'Anner me tomorrow.' Dlscl-
plined and effective thought is not usually the concomi-
tant of slavery to the :Lusts of the body. 12 
Dodd. trace. this out in Angelots dealings with 
Isabella. Angelo has decided that Olaudio must die; at first he 
tried to persuade Isabella that the death sentence is irrevocable, 
• but ends up trying to explain why he must carry out the deoision 
he haa rendered. Once stung by the dart of her attractiveness he 
makes his proposal and demands an unequivocal answer ot her. 
Atter this last desperate attempt to overwhelm Isabella, 
Angelota weakness grows increaSingly more patent. Isabella lands 
a telling blow by compfiU'-ing Olaudio's fate to that of other adul-
terers In the past. The ettectiveness of this plea is attested to 
by Lucio's rallying cheer. Angelo, feeling the first stirrings of 
-
19 Dodds, itThe Character ot Angelo in Measure tor Mea-
sure," Modern Langgl6& Review, XLI. 249. 
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desire, tries to esoape by Shifting to a quiet and restrained ex-
planation ot the necessity for puniShing Olaudio. Still undaunte~ 
Isabella again appeals to his senS8 ot pity. The reply made by 
Angelo i. the firat real indication of the orack in the wall ot 
his defenaef 
I show it most of all when I ah01'l justice J 
POl" then I pity those I do not know, 
Whioh a diam1ss t d ottenee would atter gall, 
And do him right that, answering one toul wrong, 
Lives not to act another. Be .ai1t:*ed 
YOUl" brother d1e8 tomorrowJ 6ft ,2on nt.13 
Angelo has kept to his purpose, but there is a note of the uncer-
tain 1n his reply. The definite air 18 gone, and we begin to teel 
that he is no longer a judge looking on a suppliant, but a man en-
dowed with hum.an appetites looking on a WOtt18l'l and reactins to a 
sex instinct. '!'he tbe o ontent 1 seems to imply an apolo81 to 
Isabella. Luoio. too, notioes the change in Angelo's attitude al-
• 
most immediately, tor a tew lines later, in an aside, he urges 
Isabella. "0, to him, to him, wench t he will relent, He's coming, 
I perceive it. tt14 Another brief exchange ensues, oulminating 1n 
Angelots question, "Why do you put these aayings to me?· Gone is 
the tone ot the lord and master) tor the first time ~lo 1s on 
the detensive and i8 looking tor means to evade her pleas. 
Prom the opening 8cene until the present the deput7 has 
been adamant. There was no question about the tate of Claudio. 
13 M:M~. II, 11, 100-105 (italios not in original). 
14 ~., 124-125. ,i 
'I'i 
j'.'.I' II; 
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He .aa guilty and muat die, clemency was out ot the question. Due 
to the repeated ettorts ot Isabella, Angelots resoluteness was 
.oon worn down. Isabella pleaded, cajoled, wheedled and begged 
him until he &hitted his position to that ot a man on the deten-
.ive. Reflecting on personal experience it is eas7 to .ee how 
characteristic this is ot men. When dealIng with inferiors seek-
ing tne reversal ot a decislon, is the process any difterent? Su-
periora may have made their decisions known, but representation Is 
made by an interior advanoing reasons against the stand taken. It 
the reasons be cogent, the superior must either ad.m1 t them or act 
unreasonably_ If he adm!ts the arguments (at least to himself), 
he 1s liable to advance reasons of his own to defend his position. 
The whole situation has changed. The superior is on the defensive 
This 1s precisely the cas. with Angelo, and 1 t 18 easy to see that 
his actions are those of a normal person and ot a dramatiqal17 
probable character. 
Now tollow8 the famous speech 1n which Isabella dr1vea 
tne fatal wedge into the crumb11ng detenses ot Angelo. 
Go to fOur bosomJ 
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know 
'!hat t 8 Uke f11'1' brother's taults 1t 1 t contess 
A natural guiltiness such as hls ls, 
Let it not sound a thoughtlon your tongue 
Against my brother'. 11fe. 5 
15 Ibld., 136-141. 
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!hls is an 1m.portant passage for it marks the break in 
Angelo's resoluteness and Isabella's pleading. From this point 
forward, Angelo, torn between sexual desire and his ideal of duty, 
is on the defensive, and Isabella becomes the aggressor • 
. Once again the problem revolves about the questlon of a 
human lawgiver, cognizant ot his own transgression., passing sen-
tence on a known violator ot the law. Angelo's objectlveness and 
utter disregard tor sentiment is put to the test-... but, for the 
first time, weakens. So pertinent, and so strong is the admoni-
tion, that Angelo remarks to himself, ·She speaks, and 'tis such 
sense that M7 sense breeds wlth it."16 The choice ot the word 
wee48 is strikingly artistic, bringing out as it does, the etf'ect~ 
lveness of her admonition. Angelo senses that he is in danger, 
but as 7et, is ignorant ot just how great the danger Is. To 
Isabellata suggestion that he reconsider his deCision, Aneelo re-
luctantly accedes, bidding her return on the morrow for the t1nal 
decision. !his is but a tempor1zing exped1ent tor Angelo. The 
breach has been made in the rampart of h1s defenses and the im-
pending ruin 1s becoming more certain. !bat the downtall is cer-
tain should be evident upon reflection. We know that, in our own 
lives, once we have reversed OU%" field, fallen from. the pinnacle 
of our 1deals and retreated to the innermost court of our heart, 
the return to our original position of superiority is most 
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difficult: ft ••• !!gili! de.ceDlus Ayern2 ••• sed relocare 
gad:gl! auper'19ue evadere .aa aural, hie opua, hic labor .w.ft17 
Angelo's imagination has begun to work on him and is 
further Intlamed by Isabella'. reply to hia bidding her to return 
on the mOJ"row. 
Hark how I'll bribe you: good mJ lord, 
turn back. 
How? Bribe me? 
Iltsell!S AI' with such gift. 1.8 that heaven shall ahare 
... th. you.1S 
What thoughts must have occurred to Angelo when he 
heard Iaabella's reply? It i8 pertectly natural to color anothaf 
answer in a way tavorable to our fixed ideas, even though the in-
tention of the speaker waa quite the contrary. Angelo, hi. mind 
teeDdng with the thought of Claudio'. offence and the possibility 
ot partaking of the forbidden pleaaure, 18 convinced that Isabel 
• 
1s determined to purchase her brother's 
she worda her reply in such a way that she ,eems to agxtee to his 
propos1 tien, the deputy is overcome wi th emotion. This misunder-
standing 1s t7P1cal ot men and women in affairs such as this. B 
cause of their psychological ditferenoea, the male tends to m1si~ 
terpret the honest affections of the female, taking them aa an 
approval or aooeptanoe ot his advances, though they be of ill 
17 ~ S!xt ~ Vi£s!l, ed. J. B. Greenough, Boston, 
1881, VI, 125-!I7. 
18 M M II 145-147. 
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intent. Angelo, then, 1s oompletely misled, and understands her 
virginal prayers as an offer of her body, and his error is com-
plete when she $xplains her meaning. He is now on the precipice 
of sin, soon to be cast into the abyss in a headlong fall. His 
honor is lost and he has became a plaything of the devil. 
Isabella leaves him, and Angelo 1s alone with his 
thoughts. "Amen, For I am going that way to temptation where 
pra7ers cross.tt19 Isabella had just said that she would pray the 
night through that heaven might see fit to move Angelo to mercy. 
Angelo; on the other hand, implies that his pra78rs are not di-
rected heavenward, but rather to the Prince at Darkness, that he 
might succeed in his attempt to seduce Isabella. Their prayers 
oross: hers are directed upward tor mercy, his downward tor suc-
oess in sin. 
Angelo now gives utterance to his thoughts in a.solilo-
quy which gives us an inSight into his character: 
-
••• What's this. what's this? Is this her fault or mine? 
The tempter or the tempted, who sins most? 
Hal 
Not ahe: nor doth she tempt: but 1 t 1s I 
That, lying by the violet in the sun, 
Do as the carrion does, not as the tlower. 
Oorrupt with virtuous season. Oan it be 
That modesty may more betray our sense 
Than woman's lightness? Having waste ground enough, 
Shall we desire to raze the sanctuary, 
And. pi tch our evils there 120 
19 Ibid., 156-158. 
20 IbId., 162-172. 
-
says I 
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Mr. Dodds, 10 commenting on the meaning of the passage, 
His first thought is to apportion the moral responsibi-
lity. 'What's this, what'. this? Is this her fault or 
mine" He settles his own problems as deoisively as he 
solves those of others. 'Not she; nor doth she tempt: 
but it is I.' The next question is typical of the re-
flective moralist; 'oan it be that modesty may more be-
tray our sense than woman's lightness'l,2l 
Clearly, Angelo is trying to put the blame on Isabella 
or her virtue. Seeing that she is not to blame he wants to put 
the fault on something outside of himselt, and he settles for her 
unwonted virtue and modesty. One can almost hear the dialogue 
going on in his mind, 
"It~ her fault." he says, 
"But it can't be-"",she I s too p'tlre and holy." 
·Well, it must be her modesty that tempts me." 
All through this temptation soene Angelo is trying to 
get rid ot the thought that he, the t angel' J 1s at tau 1 t.. His 1s 
a perfectly human reaotion. One is so loath to accept the blame 
for any deed. and so ready to point an aocusing finger at another. 
Angelo's deed does give us a revealing glimpse into his nobility 
when he tries to re-evaluate his character in the light at this 
new selt-knowledge. He now sees himself as prone as other men to 
the urgings of the flesh. Mr. Dodds notioes this new character 
revelation, and says of it: 
21 Dodds, "The Character of Angelo in Measure for Mea-
sure," Modern ~S2 ReI!!!, XLI, 249. 
Angelo. like any ordinary character in comedy, is 
made to see himself in a new light by an external ao-
cident--in his case, the accident of meeting Isabella. 
But, unlike the ordinary characters of comedy, he bears 
the marks of having been imagined intensely in all his 
capacity for sutfering, just as Shakespeare's tragic 
characters are imagined. • •• It may be this depar-
ture trom practice that has crippled the criticism of 
Meaf9F! !2t Measure. 22 
Angelo is fully upset by his discovery. Now Vie see the 
hesitancY', the doubt and unoel'"tainty of the mind in its attempt 
to find what 1s really good and true. Angelo realizes his predic-
ament and is contemplating giving up his position to obtain the 
woman he desires, or, If not that, then the betrayal of his oon-
science. 
It is one ot the great touches of the play that 
Shakespeare makes Angelo so desperate in his longing 
to escape the temptation ot Isabella's presenoe, that 
he i8 willing to abandon a pOSition for Which he oon-
tended in the argument with EscalusJ faced with the al-
ternative of betraying his conoeption of justice, or-
enduring again the compelling presence of Isabella, ~e 
weakens so tar as to use almost the very instance that 
he had before dls~ssed as irrelevant. It is not suf-
fiCiently recognized that to Angelo the betrayal of his 
trust as a servant of justioe was as grave a matter as 
was unchastity to Isabella, and the weakening on this 
point is evidence ot the irresistible torce of the temp. 
tation that Isabella put in his path (it was shown ear-
lier in the play that the presence of Isabella was such 
as to silence and capture even Lucio, the most inveterate 
brothel-haunter ot them all). And Angelo's next words 
show how swiftly the 'bemptatlon had prevailed, tor they 
l'eveal that he had (inmediately atter the thought or 
avoiding her) felt in prospeot the pang of not seeing 
22 .!l!!!l., 255. 
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her again: 'What. do I love her, ~at I desire to hear 
her speak again, and feast upon her eye8?' This is more 
than lust of the body, • • .23 
For the first time in his life Angelo has fallen victtm 
to the dart of love, as is evidenced by the c losing lines ot the 
foregoing.quotation. 24 It is an entIrely new experience for the 
deputy and his contusion 1s complete. His words tell us how cam-
plete this contusion is: 
• • • never could the strumpet, 
With all her double vigour, art and nature, 
Once stir my temper; but this virtuous maid 
Subdues me qui te. Ever til now, 
When men were tond, I smiled, and wonder'd how.25 
The opening lines of the fourth scene reveal the state 
of his soul perfectly. tt ••• ['Usa, rrrs gravi ty~ Wherein--let no 
man hear me--I take pride, Could I with boot change tor an idle 
plume •••• u28 Immediately following this lament, Isabella's re-
turn 1s armouneed by a m6ssengel-, and Angelo's constemat3.on is 
complete. Dodds analyzes this whole fourth scene as follows: 
23 Ibid., 250. 
24 The theory that Angelo's desire is more than lust 
ls in full accord wi th the norm 01' Shakespearlan love as set down 
in Shake'iharefS TreaifEmt ~f Love, (C.H. Hereford, London, 1921, 
lS). tn is essay, ..• Rerefo;;lma1nta1ns that Shakespearets 
lover. meet and tall in love at first sight. Thls seems to be the 
case with Angelo, though perhaps not in the case at Isabella. 
25 M,M., II, 11, 183-181. 
28 ~., II, iv, 9-11. 
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The realization in dra:matl0 terms of a critical 
state ot mind and soul, which follows this one, is 
one of the finest things in Shakespeare. Angelo's 
will is temporarIly paralysed, it oan not d1rect him 
to either of the opposed alternat1ves, since both are 
desired at once. And the contusion of his faoulties 
1s the more severe since both are hated at once. • • • 
He is thrown into an indescribable ex.ci tement and de$-
peration, so extreme as to seem to him inaUPPol"table, 
tWhy does 'f.f1.Y blood thWJ mus tel' to my heart, making it 
both unable for itself, and dispossessing all my other 
parts, ot necessary fitness?' ••• The element of ten-
der affeotion in Angelo's response to the physioal pre-
sence of Isabella 1s merely suggested, but it 1s there; 
Shakespeare saw Angelo as humanly complex. • • .27 
With regard to the huma.n complexity noted by 'dr. Dodds 
it seems good to recall here some of the psycholoy~cal elements 
involved in a temptatlon whioh pertaln to the intellect and wl11 • 
• 
It 1s beyond the scope ot this paper to treat of the point in de-
tail, yet, some knowledge is necessary 1t the tempta t10n 1s to be 
seen as that of a human person. 
According to the scholastic sY$tem of pbilosophu, truth 
(ver1!!!) 1s the formal object ot the intellect, while goodne$s 
(bonum) is the formal object of the will. By the formal object 1s 
meant that partioular note in an object which the faculty will 
peroeive. In any temptation, then, the will is drawn to the ob-
ject beoause it sees the objeot as something good. Whether the 
object 1s really good (Rer se) or only an apparent good 1s not 
considered. The will is blind; it apprehends an object because it 
27 Dodds," "The Character ot Angelo in Measure tor Mea-
sure," Modern Langqage Relie., XLI, 250. 
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1s drawn by the goodness of the object. It 1s the role of 
tel16ct to judge whether the object 1s good In itself. The Intel 
lect, then, might be said to be the servant o:f the wl11. It must 
tollow where the will commands, retaining however, its indepen-
dence within its own sphere. The intellect obeys the will in 
this sense, that It allows itself to be applied to a particular 
study, but never obeys the "11lt·s oommand to believe what 1t sees 
to be talse. E. Boyd Barrett gives a nice summation ot the inter 
relation ot the faculties: 
The ohief service that the intelleot renders the 
will 1s to study and take mantal possession ot the end 
or~. It sees the value of this object and weighs 
lta~tlona, 1ts merits and defioienoies. • •• It 
obe'1s the will inasmuch as it examines the :favorable 
or unfavorable motiv.s tor the purpose of deliberation, 
whioh precedes the final ohoice of the will.28 
The intelleot provides the motives on which the wil1 ts 
tinal choice is made. Betore the aotua1 choioe there 18 a vacila 
• 
tins between the alternatives, and it 1s prec1sely this wavering, 
th1s. oscillation, that constitutes the mental struggle in a temp-
tation. The intellect holds out the motives for the will until 
the '\Id.11 issues 1 ts command to seek this or the. t good. When the 
decision has been made there is a consequent qu1esoence or peace 
in the mind • 
• 
28 E. B. Barrett, S. J., S1:£ength ot Will, New York, 
1915, 74-75. 
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When we apply these principles to Angelo we oan readily 
see the lack of determination, the oontusion and consternation 
raging in his mind. 
0, fie, tie, fle, 
What 40st thou, or what art thou, Angelo? 
Dost ·thou desire her foully tor those things 
That make her good. 0, let her brother 11vel 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • What, do I love her, 
That I desire to hear her speak again, 
And feast on her eyes? What 1s't I ·dream ont29 
Mr. DoddS' observat1on above that here Angelo's mind 
was paralysed and could not direct him to either choice, duty or 
desiN, is a tine analysis of Angelo's mental state, and the per-
tect descript10n of a man 1n the throes ot temptatIon. Angelo 
man1tests his own state with the reflectIve lament "Alack, When 
once our grace we have torgot, Nothing g08s aright." 
Angelo's consternation and wonderment are obviouS • 
• Whereas he once smiled at men smitten by love, he now sees that 
he, too, is quite susceptible to the sting ot the flesh, and his 
contusion at the discovery 1s complete. 
Having considered the •• points about the psychology ot 
a temptatIon, let us return to our consideration ot Angelo. Once 
Isabella has come agaIn into his presence Angelo's mental torment 
1s renewed. Th1s scene is a most powerful one, and as lAr. Dodds 
point. out, 
29 M,M" II, 11, 172-179. 
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••• [O]ne difficult to unde~stand 1f the nature and 
p~edicament of Angelo have not been p~ope~ly under-
stood. This scene shows Angelo's will movins, in ac-
tion, to one of its two poles, this it must show, tor 
it 1s only in the passion of the spirit that irrecon-
cilable. can coexist. They struggle confusedly for 
existence in the first few interohanges of Angelo with 
Isabella, where one speech flatly contradiots the othe~. 
With consummate truth to the reality of the state ot 
extreme indecision, Shakespeare has shown that the de-
oiding element in tibe contention is Angelots recoil 
trom whichever alte~natlve 1s uppermost in his m1nd.30 
As 1s 1ntimated above, the mee.ting 1s marked by the 
grossest m1sunderstL~dlngs. Angelo puts the wrong interpretation 
on everything that Isabella says. and she in turn misconstrues 
his answers. This 1s a most natural thing tor two persons, if 
they are fixed on ideas which are completely different. Angelo 
can stand the delay no longer, and gives utterance to his infa-
mous px-oposal. 
Say you so? then I ahall pose you quickly. 
Which had you rather,--that the most just law 
Now took your brother's life, or, to redeem him, 
Give up your body to such sweet uncleanness 
As she that he hath stalned.31 
• 
The choice of words in this passage is excellent. The 
words of Angelo, "sweet uncleanness," are a perfect indication ot 
the state of his mind. • Sweet t expresses the idea that he is al-
ready beginning to anticipate the venereal pleasure that might be 
30 Dodds, "The Oharacter ot Angelo in Measu:re for Mea-
sure," Modern ~S! l!ev1e~, XLI, 253. 
31 M.M!, II, iv, 51-56. 
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had in case Isabella yields. On the other hand, the word tun_ 
cleanness' indicates that he knows it is wrong to partake ot these 
pleasures outside ot marriage. The conflict in his mind, the 
strugg10 raging in his body between the call of the flesh and the 
dictates ~t his reason, is well expressed in the words he uses. 
Perhaps one might ask, tit Angelo fell in love with 
Isabella at first sight, woul.d it not be quite unusual tor' him to 
propose such a scandalous course ot action'? G. Wilson Knight, 
though not proposing this same question, makes a ahrewd observa. 
tion concerning this possibility: 
Angelo is now qui 'be adrift: all his old contacts are 
irrevocably severed. Sexual desire has long been ana-
thema to him, so his warped idealism forbids any heal-
thy love. Good and evil change places in his mind, 
since his passion Is immediately recognised as good, 
yet, by every one at his stock judgments, condemned as 
8v11 •••• Since sex has been synonymous with toulness 
in his mind, this new love, rett from the start of' moral 
sane ti on in a man who t scarce c ontesses the. t blood flows,,' 
becomes swittlya devouring and curbless lust. • • .32 
Despite the bluntness of the proposition, Isabella still 
misunderstands Angelota meaning and agrees with him when she re-
plies, "Sir, believe this, I had rather give my body than r.rr:r 
soul."33 Angelo, thinking he has convinced her, employs the cun-
ning imagination or the seducer when he tries to assuage her 
32 Knight, 'J.'he wp.eel ot E!£!., 8'1 .. 88. 
33 M,M., II, lv, 56-57. 
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consoience, saying. ft ••• our oompelled sins stand more tor n~ 
bel' ~an aooompt. n34 Alarmed at this turn 01' events, Isabella de-
mands to know the preoise meaning ot Angelots words. Angelo, real 
izing that She has not been agreeing with htm, so words the next 
response that it is imposs1ble to miss the mean1ng: "... 81 ther 
you must lay down the treasures ot your body ••• or else let him 
sutfer, what would you d01"35 Isabella 1s undaunted by the he1n-
ous propos1t1on and gives Angelo just as unequivocal an answer: 
As muoh tor rt.r.y' poor brother as for myselt: 
That 1s, were I under the terms at death, 
The impression 01' keen whips I'd wear as rubies, 
And strip myselt to death, as to a bed 
That longing have been s10k for, ere I'd yield 
My body up to sha.m&. 36 
That Angelo i8 unversed in the ways ot sexual transgres-
siona is rather evident trom the ensuing d1alogne. He first de-
mands that Isabella surrender her virtue to him, and then, when 
she retus$s, he is a beaten man. He no longer demands, but now 
pleads and begs that she surrender to h1m her body tor 'neet un-
cleanness.' Th1s tail1ng, Angelo makes an open profess10n of love 
and pushes his suit on the grounds ot his honor. All his l1te he 
has been acoustomed to have recourse to th1s honor to lead him in 
the right path. ~iow, when recourse to that honor 1s a mockery, 
34 .ills!., 57-58. 
35 ~., 96-98. 
36 ~., 99-104. 
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he is helpless. He is thwarted by Isabella pOinting out the self-
ishness and hollowness ot the deceiving honor. and so assumes the 
role of the domineering tyrant. He scotts at her threat ot expo-
sing him to the Duke, says that no one will believe her since his 
reputatio~ as a man of virtue 1s already establiShed, and that the 
most her acousation will do is to deprive her ot whatever respect 
she now oommands in the city. The demand to surrender her chasti-
ty is repeated, this time as to a bea$t, not as to a lover. When 
she spurns his tinal attempt, all selt-control i8 gone, as is evi-
denced by his ory 
• • • I have begun; 
And now I give my sensual race the rein; 
Fit thy oonsent to my sharp appetite; 
Lay by all nicety and prol1xious blushes, 
Tha t banish what they sue tor J :ped.em thy brother 
By 7ield1ng up th;r body to ~ w111; 
Or else he must dle not onl;r the death, 
But thy unkindliness shall draw his death out 
To lingering sutterance.37 
Here again Is another example ot the Shrewd cunning em-
ployed by Angelo in his attempt to persuade Isabella. He states 
the alternat1ves open to her. Either yield, or oondemn your bro-
ther to a drawn out and lingering death. He seema to emphasize 
the taot that he will make Claudio's death as painful as possible 
it she does not yi.eld. It is bis ounning nature telling him how 
to force her surrender. It 1. Angelo f s trump cSX'd. Mr. Dodds 
comments on the passage to show the torce of Angelo's passion: 
37 ~., 159-167. 
r 
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The balance is now struck, and Angelo, who so tar has 
hardly known whether he argues with Isabella or with 
himself, or whether he is in fact feeling his way to 
the beginnings of the seduction in the only way he 
knows, now enters in the struggle with Isabella and 
puts into it all the pent-up strength of 1'1111 that re-
oently in the struggle wi th himself' eould find no di-
rection tor its power. The veerings trom pole to pole 
now cease, and the whole m.omentum ot a powerf'ul. nature 
• • • flare. up to the fuel ot the occasion and consumes 
Isabella. There is exultation of' release as well as the 
savagery of a de8ire whioh is the obverse ot love in 
Angelots words.Sa 
The fall has taken plaoe. Angelo baa tallen a viotim to 
the same vice he would condemn Olaudio tor, and indeed, his own 
tall 1s tar more camplete, tor, as Mr. Stauffer pOints out. 
Once his principles are abattered, Anselots habitual 
intransigence leads him further in villainy than Lucio, 
tor instance, could have conceived or executed. Angelo 
becomes the complete sensualist, using his authority 
to aid his depredations. and hi. good name to mask them. 
Murder, treachery, and perjury preserve the bright re-
pute of which habitually he was so proud, and foster . 
the lust Which he realizes in horror he cannot oontrol.Sa 
.. 
Angelo is strikingly similar to Macbeth, who to .further 
his own ends, did not stop at regioide once his ambition had been 
stirred. 
Angelo has given Isabella until the following morning to 
answer his proposal; daring her to betray h1m to the Duke. When 
Angelo exouses himself, Isabella soliloquizes on the foulness ot 
38 Dodds. "Angelo in Measure tor Measure,· Moders Lan-
£9!S. Review, XLI, 253. 
39 Stauffer, ShakeA:eesre t .. World 9t. ~ma8!Uh 150. 
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hypocrisy, ~len walks off. certain that her brother will never pe~ 
mit her to save him at the expense of her virtue. 
The temptation scene is over. In reflecting on the va~ 
ious scenes it should be evident that Angelo has shown himself to 
be a probable character. His reactions to all of the situat10ns 
have been those we would have expected of a man who has always es-
chewed all dealing with matters of the fleSh, and who now, for the 
first time, finds h1maelf enmeShed in the iron grip of passion. 
Bewildered, he has plunged ahead unchecked until he 1s tottering 
on the precipice ot ruin. Ilis mental attitudes are those common 
to all men under the duress of mental anguish. Perhaps his acqui-
escence was rapid, but it i8 chiefly because Shakespeare has not 
taken t~e to spell out Angelo's fall. If we will but reflect and 
analyze the passage we will see that in these particular ~lrc~ 
stanoes, this p~ticu1ar man, with his unique background,. in the 
light of his character as drawn in an earlier section had to act 
....... 
as he did to be oonsistent. He 18 consistent and be is probable. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANGELO r S REPENTANCE 
••.• [S]ut if we look closely into Angelo's character 
shall we not see that the tact that his conversion, 
forced on him by outward circumstances, doe8 not im-
ply that the anguish for lost purity must necessarIly 
have been lacking in him? He 1s a proud man wi th an 
enormous reverence for purity, and for himself wham 
he takes to be in a manner ita impersonation •••• 
When he finds that the Duke, like Power Divine, 'has 
looked upon his passes,' he prays tha t 'no longer 
session may be held upon his shame,' but that, with-
out a l trIal, he may be condemned upon his own contes-slon. 
From what has already been said up to this pOint of the 
paper it should be evident that the above quotation 18 true of 
Angelo. The tact that he bas und.rgone a severe temptation, and 
has been found woetully lacking in real principle does no~ mill-
tate against the possibility of his repenting. He is proud, cer-
tainly, but by his fall he has been humbled to the point where he 
can begin anew his ascent of the mount of virtue. He chooses 
otherwise. It is consonant with his past declarations of inten-
tion that he should seek full justice for his crime. To show 
1 Emily Hickey, "Measure For Measure--A Stud,.," The 
Catholic Worid, CV, April, 1917, 93. 
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that this 1s the case w111 be the burden of the present chapter. 
As was indicated in tl18 introduotory chapter, the pos-
sibility of Angelo's repentance has been one of the major oauses 
of oontention among the oritios. To &how that a probable repen-
tance is ·possible is now our task. Relevant to this problem, the 
words of Marianna are quite apt; "They say the best men are mould-
ed out of faults, and, tor the most, beoome more the better tor 
being a little bad; so it is with my husband."2 
There seems to be good reason to believe that this is 
the case with Angelo. Reoal1 that onoe Isabella had rejeoted his 
ofter, Angelo warned her that any attempt to denounoe him to the 
return1ng Duke would be tru1 t1ess. True, Angelo merely wanted to 
conoeal the attempted seduotion. Had he been sucoessful 1n his 
attempt he knew that Isabella' $ natural shame viou!d have sufficed 
to keep the matter secret. She would not have dared to ~ntlon to 
Claudio that his lite had been purchased by the surrender of her 
virtue. But now, due to the employment ot the 'bed trick,' the 
affair 1s known to many people, and Angelo sees the impossibility 
of conoea1Ing 1 t trom the Duke. His plea that the death sentence 
be passed on his deed 1s, it would seem, an indioation of his sor-
row tor the deed itself, not to mention the shame he has incurred. 
He has been completely ohastened, albeit by external ciroumstances 
and he 1s p~epared to accept the due punishment: ffImmediate 
e ~, V, 1, 443-445. 
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sentence, then, and sequent death, Is all the grace I beg."3 
Miss Hickey's reaotion to the repentance expressed here 1s that 
••• (t]he faot of disoovery brought a great relief; 
henoeforth no more concealment, no hiding ot shame ex-
oept in the bosom ot dee. th. He had not been amb! tious 
ot place: richly gifted as he was, he had shrunk :from 
the ·unl1m1 ted power wi th which the Duke intended to 
invest htm. • •• Nor was Angelo a selt-deoeiver: he 
saw wrong as wrong and made no attempt to veil it from 
his eyes. • • .4 
We cannot agree wi th this interpretation wi thout some 
qualification. It seems clear that Angelo was a self-deceiver 
since his opinion at his own virtue was highly exaggerated beyond 
all logical bounds. We can and do agree wi th Miss Hickey in that 
Angelo saw his wrong tor what it was. It seems- to this writer 
that Angelo accepted his tate with mixed motives. Certainly, any 
man feels the hum1liation that is oonneoted with publio manifesta-
tion of his faults, and tor this reason he is sorry that he com-
.. 
m1 tted the deed. But over and above this sorrow, Angelo was the 
subject ot an even greater sorrow. The sorrow tor having trans-
gressed against justioe. It is beoause of this latter sorrow that 
he willingly and spontaneously begs that that sentence be passed 
on his deed. And this sorrow is what may be termed repentance in 
oontrast to mere remorse. Angelo is repentant for having ottended 
3 Ibid., 377-378. 
-
4 Hickey, "Measure For Measure--A study," Catholic 
World, CV, 93. 
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the very law he was trying to enforoe. He is sorry for the one 
transgression and to insure that it will never happen again he 
asks for death. 
Professor Hudson makes the following observation: 
But ·it seems to me hardly prudent or becoming thus to 
set bounds to the grace of repentanoe, or to say what 
amount of sin must necessarily render a man inoapable 
of being reformed. All whioh may in some measure ex-
plain the Duke's severi ty to the smallest orime of 
Lucio, after his olemenoy to the greater one of 
Angelo. 5 
To investigate further the notion of repentance as dis-
tinguished from remorse, and to oompare Angelo's actions with our 
findings, it will be of great benefit to turn to the philosophers 
once again. 
We have already shown th.at Angelo was conscientious. 
Indeed, the whole play attaoks this pOint of his charaete;r as an 
extreme one. Angelo sees the objective law, notes the violation 
of the law, then applies the law in all its rigor to the miscre-
ant, regardless of his person. For Angelo, the law is something 
which admits of no exception. 6 As the deputy ruler he teels 
conscience-bound to apply the law in all its rigor, for this was 
the charge laid on him by the Duke: "Hold therefore, Angelo:-
5 Hudson, Shakespeare, 418. 
6 M.M., II, il, 79-82. 
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In our remove be thou at full ourself •••• "7 The whole tenor of 
the play points to this exactness on the part of Angelo, hence, 
the fact should be readily aooepted by all readers. In oonnection 
with this fact, then, it will help to consider what Fr. Maher has 
to sayl . 
This conscIousness of obligation is, moreover, universal 
throughout mankind, although the influence of education 
and the social environment may alter oonsiderably the 
classes of aotion to which it is affixed. The intellect 
may doubt or even err in what particular conduct is 
right: but that which it judges .is!. ll! rlgl}t each man 
teels bound to do.8 
This desire to live according to the dictates of one's 
conscience is universal, stemming from man's nature, and its pres-
ence in Angelo is a strong argument for his tee ling some kind of 
sorrow. Our task 1s to show that this sorrow is the type we have 
termed repentance. 
Again turning to the psyohologist, we read: • 
Conscienoe leads us to reverence and awe, hope and fear, 
espeoially tear •••• No fear is felt by anyone who re-
cognizes tha"'This oonduct has not been beautIful, though 
he may be mortIfied at hImself, if perhaps he has there-
by forfei ted some advantage J but if he has been betrayed 
into same kind of immorality, he has a lively sense of 
responsibility and guilt, though the act be no offence 
against soclety,--of oompunction and regret, though in 
'7 ~., I, i, 43-44. 
440 ... 441. 
8 Michael Maher, S. J., PszoholoSZl London, 1933, 
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itself it be most pleasurable--of confusion of face 
though it have no wi tnesses .9 
eo 
Father Maher goes on to indicate that these emotions do admit of 
degrees, depending on the individualts past. 
These moral sentiments, however, be it remembered, are 
deve~oped, refined, strengthened, and perfeoted, in pro-
portion as man acts up to the dictates ot his conscience: 
they can be weakened, pervertedl all but extinguiShed by 
oontinuous violation and abuse. LO 
The importance of this last passage is eVident. Mants 
reaotion will be proportioned to his delicacy of conscienoe. In 
Angelo's case, then, there should be a strong reaotion since his 
whole life has been dedicated to the principle of following his 
conscience regardless of the criticism he might·inour. 
To be consistent, Angelots reaction must be extremely 
strong. He has tried to observe justice in all si tuations, but 
now, whex-e he has violated it, he will teel the strongest'sense of 
• guilt. Faoed now with paying the penalty for his crime. Angelo's 
oharacter is put to the test. It he is m$rely sorry that he was 
caught, sorry that his reputation has been shattex-ed, he is re-
morseful; if, on the other hand, he is sorry for his violation 
against the law as such, he 1s repentant, since hi. sorrow w11l 
implicitly express his desire not to offend again. 
9 
10 
Ibid •• 441. 
-
Ibid. 
-
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Remorse without repentanoe is quite a selfiSh thing. 
It is perfectly logical, too, for the selfish man to seek mercy 
for his or-renses. Yet, what does Angelo do? He turns to Escalus, 
and says, 
I am sorry that suoh sorrow I procure; 
And so deep stioks it in my penitent heart, 
That I ct'ave death more willingly than firoy; 
'Tis my deserving, and I do entreat it. 
This is not the cry of a selfish man. It is the cry of 
a man who recognizes his guilt, and aware of the penalty for his 
orime, asks tor his just deserving. 
In the light at this treatment at the psychologioal 
prInciples of conscience, and the difference between remorse and 
repentance, it seems clear to the writer that Angelo, it he is to 
be consistent in his actions, must be repentant in the sense we d& 
tined at the beginning at the paper. His outward actions are the 
manitestation of his interior feelings, henee his repentance is 
probable tactually and psychologically. He shows the signs at a 
man who is truly sorry tor having violated this law, and who now 
has the intention of never otfending agaln--so much so that he 
willingly embraces death to prevent its recurrence. He has the 
psyohologioal motivation tor his repentanoe, both trom his past 
habitual way of acting, and also trom the universal manner in 
whioh conscience operates in man. 
11 ~, V, i, 478-481. 
ORAPTER V 
OONCLUSION 
. The object of thia final ohapter 1s to review br1efly 
the work ot the 1ndl vidual chapters and to draw the results of 
our Investigati?n to a tocal point for the purpose of formulating 
our eoncluaions. 
The general framework of the study is clear. The prob-
lem set before us was to establIsh the 119yohological prababili ty 
of Angelo's repentance for his violation of justice. To do this 
the writer has proceeded by first setting down the Aristotelian 
norma of charaoter probabilIty. The necessity of thIs step Is 
clear. The character under study nmst, first of all, be probable 
himself if he ia to be the agent of dramatically probable~deeds. 
Having set our norms of probability a thorough study ot the cha-
racter at ~lo was begun. 
The method of studying Angelo's charaoter was ao plot-
ted out that no possible allusion to his charaoter by &rrf of the 
other characters in the play waa lett unstudied. The first wit-
ness waa the Duke himself. In his conversations with the Friar 
at the convent, with Eaoalus. with Angelo himself.t and tinally 
8a 
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with Isabella, we see that the Duke has confidence in Angelo, res-
pects his reputat10n as a just and v1rtuous man, but, despite this 
confidence, enterta1ns the slight doubt that Angelo's goodness 
might not be everything 1t 1s reputed to be • 
. Atter the Duke, the testimony of Eacalus was collated. 
In the few references that Escalua does make, he indicates that 
Angelo is a virtuous man, but has at least the one fault or being 
unable to temper his application of justice by the balm ot mercy. 
Just as the Duke represented the testimony at Angelo's superior, 
and Escalus provided that of a peer, so the testimony of Lucio is 
solic1ted 8S that of an interior. Luc1o's revelations about 
Angelo are quite ditferent fram the prev10us witnesses. In 
Lucio's estimat1on, Angelo was an inhuman automaton, insensible to 
the call of the flesh. This 1s the idea one might expect to get 
trom Lucio, who, as a potent1al object of Angelo's ruthle4sness, 
aees only the sword ot the new master. 
After Lucio, the testimony of Marianna, scant as it 1s, 
and that of' the provost and the other minor characters was added, 
although they throw little additional light on the deputy's char-
acter., Isabella, too, was a source of information and it is her 
statement that, in her mind, Angelo was sincere, though a victim 
of a severe temptation that provides great Weight to our argument 
for probability. 
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When the external sources 01' information had been 
delved, we examined Angelo himself' as he manifested his chal'8.cter 
by his speeches and actions. In particular, the betrothal ot 
Marianna to Angelo was examined to see it he could legitimately 
leave her. Though it lias found that he could leave her this inci-
dent pOinted up a degree ot smallness in his chJu:tacter, though he 
was pertectly in the rIght, legally speaking. 
In summation, we found that Angelo's character could be 
clusitled as probable. '!'here waa nothing that he himself or any 
ot the wi tnessea brought to our !moY/ledge that would serve to (iis-
quality him as a probable character. 
Having established his probablli ty, we studied Angelo in 
hIs relations with Isabella, speCifically, the temptation itself. 
The contrast in characters was brought out that the torces in con-
flict might be thoroughly understood. '!'he mental atti tud~s of 
both partie. was studied In order to Illustrate the contusion and 
turmoil raging within Angelo. When Angelots consternation was 
Shown, we introduced the psychology 01' a temptation to show that 
Angelo' a state and that of a normal person in the throes ot tempe 
tation corresponded. 
In the tOUl"th chapter it was our purpose to show that 
Angelo was truly repentant tor his crime. It was made clear that 
the sorrow Angelo telt was not :mere remorse, or sorrow tor his 
violation of justioe because he was humiliated_ but repentanoe, or 
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sorrow for his violation ot justice as such. It was pointed out, 
too, tha.t his sorrow was such that 1 t implied a determination not 
to ottend again, and to insure the carrying out ot his intention 
he begged that the just penalty--death--be inflicted • 
. '!'he psychology of conscience wa,. introduced to ahow the 
normal state ot a good man who has acted contrary to the dictates 
of his conscience. The psychology at conscience was not put in 
tor itselt, but rather &8 a basis for the theory of remorse and 
repentance. The conclusion of the chapter indicated that in the 
estimation of the writer Angelo's actions, when reflecting on his 
cr1me, were probable actions. Arguing from the proba.bili ty ot the 
aotions, one might 10g1cally conclude that they were also psycho-
logically probable. 
'lb.!s then must serve as the conclusion at our thesis. 
Angelo has been shown to be a dramatically probable char8.C(ter aO-
cording to the Aristotelian norms ot probability. As such he i. 
capable at making a probable repentance. From the study ot his 
character, his habitual mode ot acting, his actions during the 
temptation, and his mental state after the temptatIon, to be con-
sistent, his repentance must be probable. It his repentance 1. 
probable in a dJ:tamatic sense, it 1s probable in a psychological 
sense. 
Although. not set up as the purpose of the paper, it is 
of interest to note that a sincere repentance would be a corollary 
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ot a psychologically probable repentance. It might be added, too, 
that there are other difficulties in the play that should be an-
swered betore the play will prove fully acceptable. However, as 
far as Angelo is concerned, a close study of his cl~aeter will 
reveal that he is probable in a dramatic sense, and that an ana-
lysis of the elements involved will show that his repentance tor 
his "oruelty, with lust and damnable baseness" can be probable 
from a psychological viewpoInt. 
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